Protocel och hur det fungerar!

Detta är ett extramaterial med förklaringar och frågor kring boken
”Outsmart Your Cancer”, Svensk översättning ”Överlista Din Cancer”
skriven av Tanya Harter Pierce.
Tanya Harter Pierce har en magisterexamen i klinisk psykologi och har en bakgrund som äktenskaps-, familje-, och
barnrådgivare. När en av hennes familjemedlemmar fick diagnosen cancer, som ansågs ”obotlig” av den konventionella
medicinen, började hon söka efter andra alternativa cancerbehandlingar. När hon upptäckte hur många framgångsrika
icke-toxiska metoder som finns tillgängliga för behandling av cancer, och att de ofta har en högre andel framgångsrika
resultat än de nuvarande konventionella behandlingarna, blev hon chockad.
I detta extramaterial delar hon med sig av:
Förklaringar kring hur Protocel fungerar, sid 2. Svarar på de vanligaste frågorna kring Protocel, sid 6.
Samt förklarar hur Protocel fungerar på anaerobiska celler, sid 27. Allt för att klarlägga eventuella tvivel.
Boken säljs av det Svenska företaget MedNature som även har författarens tillstånd att publicera detta extramaterial.
Frequently Asked Questions (De vanligaste frågorna om Protocel), samt Anaerobic cells and Protocel (Hur Protocel
fungerar på anaerobiska celler), finns ännu så länge bara på engelska. Tanyas engelska är ganska lätt att förstå, så vi
hoppas att det går bra ändå.
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Dödar Protocel® Cancerceller?
(Och vad har en blöt elak häxa med det att göra?)
Tanya Harter Pierce, M.A. MFCC
Författare till: ÖVERLISTA DIN CANCER:
Alternativa Icke-Giftiga Behandlingar Som Fungerar

En Mördande Förvirring
Många människor använder i dag det lättanvända preparatet Protocel för att behandla sin cancer. Men då läkare kan
hamna i juridiska problem om de hjälper patienter att använda en icke-*FDA-godkänd behandling, så vågar inte särskilt många läkare engagera sig. Detta gör Protocel till en egenadministrerad metod. Som med alla egenadministrerade
metoder, kommer då och då olika missförstånd kring produkten ut bland allmänheten. En sådan missuppfattning är
att eftersom Protocel inte innehåller några cellgifter, tror en del människor att det inte direkt dödar cancer. De tror att
kroppens immunförsvar dödar cancern, eller att det finns något annat sätt för Protocel att få cancern att så småningom
försvinna. Så, vad är sanningen? Dödar Protocel verkligen cancer?
Svaret är JA, Protocel dödar cancerceller direkt! Det finns flera olika skäl till att vi vet detta, men det blev även bevisat
av National Cancer Institute, när de utförde tester på Cancell redan 1990. (Cancell var det ursprungliga namnet för
Protocel Formula 50). Dessa tester gjordes i provrör på åtta olika varianter av cancerceller: Leukemi, cancer i centrala
nervsystemet, småcellig lungcancer, icke-småcellig lungcancer, tjocktarmscancer, melanom, äggstockscancer och njurcancer. Och på alla varianter uppnåddes en betydande cancercelldöd inom 48 timmar. (Se kapitel 11 i ”ÖVERLISTA
DIN CANCER” för alla detaljer kring NCI testerna). Det fanns inget immunförsvar inblandade i dessa tester, bara
cancerceller och Cancell. Självklart är en person alltid bättre utrustad med ett starkt immunförsvar, men National
Cancer Institute bevisade faktiskt att Protocel direkt dödar cancer och inte förlitar sig på att en persons immunförsvar
ska göra det.
Ändå råder det fortfarande en hel del förvirring kring hur Protocel får cancer att försvinna, och denna förvirring tycks
komma från följande två fakta:
1) Protocel anses inte vara ”cytotoxiskt”
2) Cancermarkörer ökar ofta dramatiskt när en person använder Protocel
Låt oss först titta på förvirring nummer ett. Det är sant att Protocel är en ICKE toxisk behandling och inte dödar
cancerceller på ett cytotoxiskt sätt. ”Cytotoxisk” betyder helt enkelt ”giftigt för celler”, och läkemedel som är giftiga för
cellerna är oftast giftiga för alla celler som de stöter på. Cellgiftsbehandlingar är ett bra exempel och klassificeras som cytotoxiska eftersom de är giftiga för cellerna som de kommer i kontakt med, oavsett om det är cancerceller eller normala
friska celler. Det är därför som cellgiftsbehandlingar ofta skadar så mycket av en cancerpatients kropp, det orsakar inte
bara synliga skador som hårväxten på huvudet, utan även osynliga, ibland livslånga skador på vävnader i lever, njurar,
hjärta, tarmar, nervsystemet och andra delar av kroppen.
Det enda skälet till att cellgifter över huvud taget är att de tenderar att ha en mer djupgående toxisk effekt på snabbväxande celler i kroppen (som cancerceller eller hårsäcksceller) än på andra typer av celler. När en cellgiftsbehandling
ordineras till någon med cancer, är målet att snabbt förgifta så många av cancercellerna i personens kropp som möjligt
utan att ha ihjäl så många av de friska cellerna att personen dör. Denna förgiftningsprocess, är vanligtvis inte botande
på lång sikt, men kan ofta leda till snabbt döda cancerceller på kort sikt. (Ofta tillsammans med många friska celler,
som även de dör till följd).
(*FDA = US Food and Drug Administration)
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Protocel å andra sidan fungerar annorlunda. Det är inte cytotoxiskt, vilket innebär att det inte är giftigt för alla celler
som det kommer i kontakt med. Det sätter igång en långsammare process som stör den naturliga energiproduktionen
av varje cancercell i kroppen. Detta utan att försämra funktionen i eventuella normala friska celler. Vid användning
Protocel, blir cancercellerna mer och mer utarmade på energi tills deras membran (hinna) slutligen inte håller ihop
längre och cellmembranen brister. I biokemi, kallas denna process för ”lysering”. Över tid, och med en effektiv och
flitig användning av Protocel, faller varje enskild cancercell i en människas kropp så småningom sönder. Ofarliga delar
av cancerceller (som huvudsakligen är basiska proteiner) är allt som blir kvar istället för de hela cancerceller som brukade vara där. Och dessa kommer sedan att försvinna ur kroppen som cellrester.
Protocel börjar störa produktionen av energi i cancercellskroppen direkt, men all cancer bryts inte ner genom lysering
med en gång. Det är en långsam process, ungefär som vid svält, där vissa cancerceller börjar lyseringen omedelbart när
en person börjar använda Protocel. Men det kommer att ta veckor eller månader för hela tumörer att slutligen försvinna.
Att Protocel inte är cytotoxiskt är faktiskt en bra sak, för om så vore fallet skulle normala friska celler dö tillsammans
med cancercellerna. Och att Protocel dessutom verkar långsamt för att få hela cancern att försvinna, är också en bra sak.
Det ger kroppen tid att processa ut cellrester och ta bort dem på ett sätt som inte stör kroppens naturliga rengöringssystem, såsom lymfvägar, njurar, lever, m.m.
Eftersom Protocel inte är cytotoxiskt och det inte finns några hela döda cancerceller kvar efter att Protocel är klar med
dem, undrar en del människor om vi fortfarande kan säga att Protocel faktiskt dödar cancer. Med andra ord,

Hur kan vi säga att något dödar cancerceller när det
inte finns några döda cancerceller kvar till följd?
Svaret är, att det helt enkelt är en betydelsefull gåta! Och det är också där som ”En Blöt Elaka häxa” kommer in i
berättelsen.

En Blöt Elak Häxa
En av de bästa sakerna med klassiska filmer är att nästan alla har sett dem. Detta är även fallet med den underbara filmen ”Trollkarlen från Oz”. I Trollkarlen från Oz (som ni kanske minns) är den elaka häxan immun mot alla normala
sätt att dö på. Inget av de normala sätten att döda någon på, så som pistolskott, knivhuggning, strypning, eller förgiftning fungerade på henne. Men precis som med alla onda karaktärer, har hon en hemlig svaghet. Detta avslöjas i slutet
av filmen, och det enda sättet att döda den elaka häxan är att hälla vatten på henne! När de goda karaktärerna i filmen
äntligen fick häxan blöt, smälte hon ner till en livlös pöl av gegga. Det fanns ingen hel död häxa kvar på marken efter
att hon hade blivit blöt, så som det skulle ha varit om hon hade blivit skjuten av en pistol, knivhuggen, förgiftad, eller
strypt. Istället har den blöta elaka häxan i princip förlorat all sin struktur och förvandlas till en geggig pöl med ofarliga
häxdelar.
På ett liknande sätt (men inte genom användning av vatten), orsakar Protocel att cancerceller faller sönder och bryts
ner till små pölar av gegga. Precis som med den elaka häxan i Trollkarlen från Oz, finns det inte längre någon död
cancercell kvar efter att Protocel är klar med den. Det enda som finns kvar är ofarliga cancercellrester, det vill säga, det
som brukade vara dödliga cancerceller. (För en mer detaljerad vetenskaplig förklaring, om hur Protocel får cancerceller
att förlora sin struktur och falla sönder, se kapitel 9 i ”ÖVERLISTA DIN CANCER”).
Om de goda karaktärerna i filmen Trollkarlen från Oz hade kunnat döda den elaka häxan genom att skjuta henne med
en pistol, hugga henne med kniv, strypa henne, eller förgifta henne, så skulle det ha varit en hel död häxa som låg på
marken efteråt, och det skulle kunna likna vad cellgiftsbehandling gör med cancerceller. Men häxan dödades inte på
konventionellt sätt. Och det väcker frågan: Men om det nu inte fanns någon hel kropp kvar av den döda häxan efter
att hon blivit blöt, var den elaka häxan verkligen död på riktigt? Svaret är…
…NATURLIGTVIS VAR HON DET! (Det framgår av det faktum att det inte längre fanns någon levande ond häxa,
som gick runt och gjorde elaka saker längre. Men även av att alla de goda karaktärerna i filmen dansar, sjunger och firar
hennes död).
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Jag gillar tanken på lyserade cancerceller som små blöta elaka häxor. Det finns inga hela döda cancerceller kvar efter
att Protocel tagit i tu med dem, men cancercellerna har likväl dödats. I själva verket har de blivit RIKTIGT ORDENTLIGT dödade, de finns helt enkelt inte kvar i sin tidigare form! På så sätt kan man använda metaforen om ”Den elaka
blöta häxan” för att förklara att Protocel inte är cytoyoxiskt, men även beskriva hur Protocel faktiskt dödar cancerceller
genom att orsaka dem sådana skador, att de faller sönder (dvs. genom lysering).
Så här ligger det till med förvirring nummer två? Med andra ord,

Om Protocel nu orsakar cancercellers död, varför ökar då
cancermarkörerna ofta dramatiskt när cancercellerna lyserar?
Borde inte dödandet av cancerceller i stället göra att
cancermarkörerna minskar?
Intressant nog förklaras även denna uppenbara motsägelse också av det unika sätt som Protocel dödar cancerceller på.

Cancermarkörer och Protocel®
När Protocel dödar cancerceller, ökar ofta antalet cancermarkörer i ett blodprov dramatiskt. Det är helt rimligt att detta
är förvirrande och skrämmande för många människor, och kan göra att de undrar ifall Protocel verkligen dödar deras
cancer eller inte. För att förstå hur det fungerar och relaterar till lysering, måste vi dock först förstå hur cancermarkörer
fungerar i ett blodprov.
Cancermarkörer i ett blodprov mäter inte direkt hur många aktiva cancerceller det finns i en persons kropp. Snarare
visar dessa markörer helt enkelt på att det finns någon typ av protein, enzym, eller hormonliknande substans som
cancercellerna släpper ut i små mängder. Tänk på att cancertyper inte släpper ut markörer i blodet som de sedan kan
göra mätningar på. Således används inte blodtester med cancermarkörer för alla typer av cancer, och de blodtester med
cancermarkörer som används idag är inte alltid korrekta. Och med det förklarat, är en allmän regel, att när ett test med
cancermarkörer går att använda, tenderar markeringstalen att öka när cancern växer och sprider sig i kroppen. Markeringstalen ökar ju fler markörer som släpps ut I blodomloppet, och detta tenderar att ske i en parallell samverkan med
att mer aktiva cancerceller ökar.
Användningen av cellgifter eller strålning kommer i allmänhet orsaka att markeringsantalen går ner då cancern dör
av. I själva verket, minskar markeringsantalen ofta dramatiskt som resultat från konventionell behandling eftersom (a)
toxiska behandlingar kan döda cancerceller snabbt på kort sikt, och (b) denna typ av cancerdöd resulterar i hela döda
cancerceller, vilket snabbt tas om hand av kroppen, som gör sig av med cancermarkörerna tillsammans med de döda
cancercellerna.
Men när Protocel dödar cancerceller, så gör den det på ett annat sätt än vid konventionella behandlingar, som redan
nämnts. Eftersom Protocel dödar cancerceller genom lysering (får dem att falla sönder), tycks denna process orsaka
att cancercellerna släpper tillbaka sina cancermarkörer ut i personens blodomlopp innan kroppens egen mekanism för
att hantera och bryta ner cancercelldelarna hunnit igång. I själva verket, ju snabbare ens cancer svarar på Protocel, ju
snabbare kan ens antal av cancermarkörer öka, eftersom cancercellerna släpper ut sina markörer i blodomloppet då de
lyserar. Och detta kan ibland vara i en takt som är snabbare än om cancern faktiskt växer. Detta står i motsats till det
sätt som konventionella cellgifter fungerar på. Då cellgiftsbehandlingar orsakar hela döda cancerceller som följd, och
håller fast vid sina cancermarkörer en stund, snarare än att omedelbart släppa ifrån sig markörerna genom lysering, så
som med Protocel.
Det förklarar också varför människor som använder Protocel för cancer ibland kan hamna i förvirrande situationer, där scannerresultat eller visuell observation av en tumör, kan visa att tumören faktiskt minskar i storlek, medans cancermarkörerna i blodprovet
för deras typ av cancer samtidigt ökar. I själva verket är det inte ovanligt att människor som använder Protocel mot cancer, upplever
en ökning av cancermarkörer under flera månader innan markörerna börjar minska i antal. Hur lång tid det tar för cancermarkörerna att komma tillbaka ner till ett normalt intervall varierar från person till person. Det beror bland annat på hur lång tid det tar för
flertalet av deras cancerceller att lysera. Men det kan även bero på hur mycket cancer personen faktiskt har, oavsett om deras cancer
är snabbväxande eller långsamt växande. En avgörande faktor är även hur noggrant och i vilka mängder de använder Protocel.
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Tyvärr sätter detta personer som använder Protocel i den föga avundsvärda situationen att inse, att deras cancermarkörer kan öka när deras cancerceller bryts ner och försvinner. Och eftersom läkarna i allmänhet endast är bekanta
med cellgiftsbehandlingar, och sina egna erfarenheter kring dessa, som i sin tur har visat dem att markörerna alltid
går ner, när deras behandlingar fungerar. Personer som använder Protocel måste ofta brottas med läkare som tror att
deras cancer växer på grund av ökade antal cancermarkörer, när det faktiskt minskar! I och med det, börjar många
människor tvivla på att Protocel dödar cancer, för om den gjorde det, så skulle antalet markörer gå ner. Faktum är att
cancermarkörerna småningom kommer att gå ner när en person använder Protocel, men det brukar ta längre tid än när
cellgiftsbehandlingar används.
Här är det är viktigt att vara tydlig, att om du använder Protocel eller annan behandling för din cancer, ska du ALDRIG enbart döma dina framsteg genom blodprov. Blodprov med cancermarkörer är kända för att vara notoriskt
felaktiga, vilket även omfattar det högt aktade PSA-testet. (För mer information om PSA, se kapitel 20 i ”ÖVERLISTA
DIN CANCER”, med titeln ”Vad Män måste veta om prostatacancer, PSA, och Hormon Blockerande läkemedel”. För
att avgöra om ens cancer minskar i stället för ökar, bör man ALLTID samla in information från en mängd olika källor.
Denna mix av källor bör även innehålla andra diagnostiska tester såsom scanningar, tillsammans med kliniska symtom
eller eventuellt visuella tecken på tumörminskning.
Hur vida Protocel kommer att vara effektiv nog för en enskild person att uppnå full återhämtning beror på ett antal
faktorer. Framför allt hur effektivt personen tar Protocel och hur mycket deras kropp redan har skadats av cancern, eller
av konventionella cellgiftsbehandlingar. Och vissa fall av cancer kanske inte svarar optimalt på användandet av Protocel,
av skäl som vi ännu inte vet någonting om. Så, alla som använder denna produkt mot cancer bör övervaka sina framsteg
noggrant, med hjälp av scanningar eller andra diagnoser, när det är möjligt. Samt att titta efter tecken på lysering, vilket
är en signal om att behandlingen fungerar för dem. Ingen ska ta Protocel och ta för givet att det kommer att fungera
effektivt för dem. Mer studier behöver göras på varför vissa cancerfall tycks svara bättre än andra, och vissa människor
tycks kräva en högre dos än andra, för att uppnå full återhämtning. Att utesluta allt raffinerat socker och alkoholhaltiga
drycker, kan också göra skillnaden mellan återhämtning eller ej.
Men när Protocel fungerar, dödar det absolut cancerceller, och många, många, människor, från småbarn till äldre,
har uppnått fullständig återhämtning och har återvänt till ett cancerfritt tillstånd genom användning av denna riktigt
anmärkningsvärda produkt!

Denna artikel är upphovsrättsskyddad av Tanya Harter Pierce, och alla som vill lägga upp den på sin hemsida är
välkomna att göra det, så länge de refererar till författaren och författarens hemsida: www.OutsmartYourCancer.com
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Frequently Asked Questions
About Using Protocel®
for Cancer
By: Tanya Harter Pierce

NOTE!
Many of these questions are also answered in Chapter 12 of “OUTSMART YOUR CANCER”, along with more information. So please read that chapter in addition to the information presented here for a full understanding of how to
use Protocel for optimum results.
Disclaimer:
These FAQs have been answered by Tanya Harter Pierce, who is not a physician and does not treat cancer patients.
She does not sell Protocel or any other supplements or treatment products of any kind. She merely compiled answers
to these questions over ten years of investigating this remarkable approach to treating cancer and interviewing cancer
patients and other Protocel experts. Protocel is an alternative approach that is not condoned by the FDA or mainstream
medical doctors for any use, and the information in this section does not represent any claims made by the manufacturers or distributors of Protocel.

What is Protocel?
Protocel is a brown liquid formula that was developed by a brilliant American chemist named Jim Sheridan. It was
originally called Entelev®, then Cancell®, then Protocel®. The original versions, Entelev and Cancell, were never sold,
only given away to cancer patients during the 1980s and 1990s. The formula finally became a dietary nutritional product on the market at the beginning of the year 2000, and was then sold as “Protocel Formula 23” (the original Enelev
version) and “Protocel Formula 50” (the original Cancell version). Jim Sheridan designed the formula to kill malignant
cancer cells of all types by causing them to “lyse” or fall apart.
What is “Lysing?”
A very brief description is that Protocel interferes with how cancer cells produce energy for themselves to the point
where the cancer cells can no longer hold their membranes together and their membranes burst. Thus, the cancer cells
fall apart and die. (See Chapter 9 of Outsmart Your Cancer for a complete, detailed scientific explanation of how it
works.) Some people refer to a person as lysing when that person sees signs of the lysed material coming out of their
body. But this is not really accurate. The lysing does not occur as the dead cancer cell parts are coming out of the body,
it occurs when the cancer cells first bursts apart. In other words, the cancer cells lyse. If a person sees mucousy material
coming out of their body, this is simply a sign of lysing that has already occurred on the cellular level, not the lysing
itself. Mucousy material and some other symptoms discussed in Chapter 12 of Outsmart Your Cancer are simply signs
of lysing, or may be called lysing symptoms. This is akin to detoxing symptoms when a person goes through any detox
program. But the lysing itself refers only to when each cancer cell bursts and dies.
Is Protocel all natural?
No, Protocel is a combination of natural and synthetic ingredients. This exact combination of ingredients is required
for it to reliably act as a catechol as Jim Sheridan designed it to work. But it is truly a non-toxic approach and considered
less toxic than a baby aspirin a day.
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Is Protocel vegetarian?
Yes, it is completely vegetarian and contains no animal products.
Is Protocel Homeopathic?
No.
Have any human clinical trials been performed on Protocel for cancer?
Unfortunately, no. The National Cancer Institute (NCI), the FDA, and the American Cancer Society (ACS) are not
interested in studying this formula, even though in vitro studies on cancer cell lines performed by the NCI back in
1990 were extremely successful. (In vitro tests are done outside the body, usually in some form of petri dish, they are
not done using live bodies and 9 graphs of the official results are presented in Chapter 11 of Outsmart Your Cancer.)
Clinical trials involving human cancer patients are very expensive to perform and usually can only be funded by pharmaceutical companies with deep pockets. But Big Pharma is not interested in Protocel because they can’t patent it and
thereby make huge profits on it. Thus, when it comes to how well people with cancer do on Protocel, all we have to go
on are anecdotal cases where Protocel was used by real life cancer patients, though not under controlled circumstances.
Luckily, there are many such anecdotal cases, and many full recoveries due to the use of Protocel alone for cancer. To
find out the details of how the ACS, NCI, and FDA were all involved in suppressing Jim Sheridan’s formula and keeping it from being officially studied in clinical trials, please see Chapter 11 of Outsmart Your Cancer. (Also, you can read
15 real-life cases in Chapter 10 as well as hear 8 more from people in their own words by listening to the Audio CD at
the back of the book.)
Does Protocel only bring people into “remission” or can it really CURE people of cancer?
Protocel is most accurately looked at as a curative approach. There are enough cases of people who have successfully
used Protocel to get rid of all signs of their cancer and then never suffered a recurrence even many years after they
stopped the Protocel, for us to know that complete cures are possible and should be the goal with this formula. This
is different from conventional medicine, which often makes remission the only goal possible because their toxic approaches are rarely able to bring about complete long-term cures. However, having said this, I believe that remission is
a necessary step on the path to complete cure. Please read the following explanation.
“Remission” is a common term in oncology and simply means that the patient in remission no longer displays any
observable clinical signs of cancer and there is no longer evidence of any remaining cancer according to diagnostic tests.
This is what I call the first “all clear” point for the patient. Unfortunately, this is also generally where conventional treatments stop because they are too toxic to keep giving them to the patient. The problem with stopping treatment at this
point is that a person is rarely cancer-free when they reach this first all-clear point, or state of remission, as oncologists
call it. In fact, oncologists will often mislead the patient to think that just because their scans and other tests are clear,
that means they are cancer-free. Keep in mind that cancer cells are microscopic in size, just like any other cells in the
body, and it has been theorized that up to ten million cancer cells may fit on the head of a pin. This is a very small dot
that very likely would not be discernable on a scan or through other types of diagnostic tests. So, when a patient first
goes into remission, they probably still have cancer cells in their body that may immediately start growing and spreading again if treatment is stopped at the remission point.
The good thing about alternative treatments that are completely non-toxic, like Protocel, is that the cancer patient can
continue to take the Protocel long after their first all clear point in order to achieve a full, long-term cure. Clearly, the
remission point is simply a step along the pathway to complete cure. But a person must take Protocel long enough (for
at least a year after the all clear point if possible) to make sure they get rid of every last cancer cell if they are to achieve
a real and lasting cure. If they stop too soon after remission, they may not have gotten all the cancer cells to lyse, and
those people may suffer a recurrence not because the Protocel didn’t work, but because they simply stopped it too soon
when there were still cancer cells in their body. The best advice is to take Protocel at least one year after the all clear or
remission point, if one can, to give themselves the best chance for a real and lasting cure.
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Does Protocel work on cancer cells by being a powerful antioxidant?
No. Protocel IS a very powerful antioxidant – possibly the most powerful antioxidant on the market of any health supplement available today. However, that is NOT how it gets rid of a person’s cancer. In all of Jim Sheridan’s writings, as
far as I know, he never once stated that his formula gets rid of cancer by being an antioxidant. In fact, I don’t think
he ever mentioned its antioxidant characteristics at all in any descriptions of it. Jim Sheridan’s explanation for the lay
person on how his formula causes cancer cells to break down is described in Chapter 9 of Outsmart Your Cancer, which
goes into detail about how the formula acts like a catechol to interfere with the cell respiration of malignant cancer cells
and other anaerobic cells in the body. Parts of Jim Sheridan’s explanations in his own words are quoted in the book.
The antioxidant capacity of Protocel is simply a very nice side benefit and may help make the body healthier, but it is
not how it rids the body of cancer.
Does Protocel cause side effects?
No. Some people hear about Protocel or read about it on websites that are not careful with the words they use. These
sources may mention the “side effects” of using Protocel. There are absolutely no direct side effects from using Protocel
as far as I know, and I’ve been looking into the use of this product for more than 10 years. It is true that there are “lysing symptoms” that may occur when people use Protocel for cancer, and these do often occur. This is what people are
usually referring to when they say “side effects.” But these symptoms are due to the cancer breakdown, not directly due
to the Protocel.
In other words, if a person has no cancer or other illness that involves a lot of anaerobic cells, and they take Protocel,
they will not feel any different or experience any side effects. The only symptoms experienced by people taking Protocel
are due to the breakdown of anaerobic cells. In cases where a person has a significant amount of malignant cancer, this
involves a lot of breakdown, or lysing of cancer cells, and this may cause lysing symptoms. People with a lot of cancer
may experience more of these lysing symptoms than others. Some people with very little cancer may experience no
lysing symptoms at all. This is because the symptoms are due to the cancer die-off, not to the Protocel itself causing
any sort of symptoms. (For more details on the types of lysing symptoms some people may have, please read Chapter
12 in Outsmart Your Cancer.)
Why do people have to restrict their use of so many other supplements,
herbs, or other treatments?
This is because of the way that Protocel acts on cancer cells. Many other alternative approaches for cancer operate by
supporting a person’s immune system to the point where their own body may be able to overcome their cancer. This
requires providing the body with energy-producing substances. Jim Sheridan, on the other hand, took a unique approach toward getting rid of cancer. Instead of trying to make the body healthier, Sheridan’s idea was simply to deprive
the cancer cells of their ability to produce energy for themselves in the form of ATP (adenosine triphosphate). Many
supplements and herbs naturally contribute to the production of ATP and would therefore work against Protocel’s action on the cellular level. Other treatments or drugs may also interfere in different ways. So, Protocel is in an interesting
category of being one of the easiest and simplest approaches to use against cancer, yet one of the most restrictive in
terms of other supplements or treatments that can be done along with it because of the way it works. Yet, there ARE
supplements that many cancer patients have taken along with Protocel with success, and Chapter 12 of Outsmart Your
Cancer has a list of those supplements that are considered compatible with Protocel.
What other supplements are most often taken along with Protocel for cancer?
Please remember, first of all, that many people have used Protocel successfully for their cancer without taking any other
supplements along with it at all. It may be best to keep the number of other supplements to a minimum in general,
making sure that whatever you do take is known to be compatible with Protocel. Having said that, the most common
supplements taken along with Protocel over the years have probably been Paw Paw or Graviola, Vitamin D3, Germanium (GE-132), Larch, Curcumin, and Enzymes of all types. These are not the only ones, though, and they are not a
general recommendation.
Is it okay for me to be on prescription drugs while I am taking Protocel?
Yes, in general. But the compatibility of all prescription drugs is not known for sure. It is true that plenty of people have
taken steroids or anti-seizure medications while on Protocel for cancer and there does not appear to be any interference.
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And it is also true that many people have taken blood pressure medication, Coumadin for blood thinning, or diabetes
medication without any apparent interference with Protocel, either. But no studies have been done on the compatibility of all drugs with Protocel, so for many of them we just don’t know for sure. The best advice is probably this: Take a
prescription drug while using Protocel if you really need it, but don’t take it if it is not absolutely necessary. And, if you
do take a prescription drug, make sure to space it out one hour before or after taking your Protocel dose just to be on
the safe side. This separation of Protocel from other drugs or over-the-counter medications is especially important if a
person is taking some form of antacid for acid reflux that may drastically change the acidity of the stomach.
Can antacids be taken along with Protocel?
Do not put antacids into the stomach at the same time as Protocel. Many of Protocel’s ingredients are acids and these
should not be artificially neutralized by an over the counter or prescription antacid. If necessary, take antacids inbetween Protocel doses, spaced out as far apart as possible from your Protocel dose.
Can chemotherapy be done along with Protocel?
Doing chemo at the same time as Protocel is not recommended unless absolutely necessary for a short duration to give
the patient time for the Protocel to work. Unless absolutely necessary, chemo should be avoided. This is because most
chemo drugs run the risk of interfering with Protocel’s effectiveness on the cellular level. To quote one of Jim Sheridan’s
articles, he wrote, “Chemotherapy can bring the percentage of success down, because chemotherapy changes the level
on the oxidation-reduction ladder where Entelev/Cancell works.”
Over the years since Sheridan passed, it has been observed that the two anti-metabolite chemo drugs, 5FU and Xeloda,
are actually compatible with Protocel, and a number of people have used those drugs along with Protocel with success.
However, they are still toxic drugs and one has to weigh the pros and cons of taking a drug that may be seriously harming one’s body. All chemo agents other than 5FU and Xeloda should be avoided whenever possible if you want to give
Protocel its best chance of working well.
Some people have heard that it is okay to take Protocel along with chemotherapy and that the Protocel might reduce
the side effects of the chemo. It is true that Protocel often does reduce the negative side effects of chemotherapy, even to
the point where people may not lose their hair due to the chemo. This may be because it is such a powerful antioxidant.
However, it is not worth doing the two together unless absolutely necessary because of the risk that the chemo might
reduce Protocel’s effectiveness. Here is a case I followed years ago as an example:
A woman wanted to try Protocel for her advanced, metastasized ovarian cancer. She was in-between chemo treatments
and the next round of chemo was not scheduled for a month or so. Right after starting on Protocel 50, she began experiencing classic lysing symptoms and noticed promising changes in a metastasized lymph node tumor on her neck. But
then her doctor wanted to give her some more rounds of chemo. This woman was a nurse and her health coverage plan
was through the hospital she worked at, as was her oncologist. She knew the chemo might interfere with the Protocel,
but she felt she had to do it or the hospital health plan would not cover any of her scans or other aspects of her treatment. Unfortunately, as soon as she went back on the chemo, all her signs of lysing stopped and she had no more signs
of lysing for five more months while she was doing the Protocel and chemo at the same time. She died, full of cancer, at
the end of that five months. No one can say whether the Protocel by itself would have brought about a complete cure
for this woman or not, but when she took the Protocel alone, there were signs that it was working. And it is well-known
that chemotherapy cannot ever completely cure metastasized ovarian cancer. So, by doing the two together so that she
could keep her hospital health coverage, she ruined the one chance she may have had of curing herself. Of course hindsight is always 20/20, but what good does a health care plan do for someone if they are dead?
As already mentioned, there may be some cases that are so critical and have so little time that the person may need to
use short-term chemo in the beginning to reduce their cancer enough to give them time for the Protocel to work. If
this is the case, then the chemo should be stopped as soon as possible afterwards and Paw Paw should be taken along
with the Protocel to avoid the problems of multi-drug-resistant (MDR) cancer cells that may have been selected out
and promoted by the chemo.
Can radiation treatments be done along with Protocel?
Yes. Radiation is known to be compatible with Protocel, and in fact the two together work somewhat synergistically
and can speed up the process of cancer die-off. However, radiation has its dangers and, like chemo, should only be used
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if absolutely necessary in critical cases where there is not much time. Radiation causes cell death even to normal cells
and this cell death is referred to as “tissue necrosis.” Because of radiation’s lasting effects, necrosis of healthy tissues may
continue for up to 18 months after treatment. This means that if you have brain cancer and radiation treatments are
directed at the tumor or tumors in your brain, that radiation can cause continuous tissue death of normal healthy cells
for up to a year and a half afterward in the area of your brain that was radiated. When it comes to radiation treatments
to the chest area for either lung cancer or breast cancer, there is also the danger that radiation can seriously damage a
person’s heart. So, for cases such as lung or breast cancer, the radiation treatments may help to reduce the cancer quickly
but cause the patient to die sooner than they normally would have due to a fatal heart attack. Be smart and only use
radiation along with Protocel if it is absolutely necessary, and then keep it to a minimum or short term course of treatment if possible.
Can I take hormone-blocking drugs while using Protocel for cancer?
There is no complete concensus of opinion on this, but I do not recommend it. After following many, many cases of
people using Protocel for cancer, I have noticed that those women who take Tamoxifen for breast cancer and those men
taking Lupron or Casodex for prostate cancer do not have as much success with Protocel as those who don’t take any
hormone-blocking drugs at all. My own opinion is that Tamoxifen makes it harder for the Protocel to work because
it changes the metabolism of the breast cancer cells, and Protocel targets the metabolism of cancer cells. For men, all
testosterone-blocking drugs, such as Lupron or Casodex, make men estrogen-dominant, and it is well known that estrogen dominance promotes cancer growth. (For more details about hormone-blocking drugs for women, see Chapter
19 of Outsmart Your Cancer, and for more details about hormone-blocking drugs for men with prostate cancer, see
Chapter 20.)
Does Protocel work on benign tumors as well as malignant ones?
Jim Sheridan did not address the issue of benign tumors as far as I know, and benign tumors are not considered cancer,
therefore I do not address how to get rid of them in my book. (Usually, surgery is the best option for benign tumors
because they don’t metastasize.) My own understanding is that Protocel will only work on cells that rely primarily on
anaerobic functioning, and this applies only to malignant cancer cells, not benign tumor cells. However, tumors can
sometimes be misdiagnosed and actually be malignant when the doctor thinks they are benign, or a mass may have a
mixture of malignant and benign cells within it. So, if one is not sure whether their tumor is malignant or benign, they
could try Protocel and see if it responds. If it does not respond over time, it may be benign.
Does Protocel work on DCIS?
DCIS, or Ductal Carcinoma In Situ is a common breast cancer diagnosis these days. But it is only conventional medicine that labels this as cancer. Most alternative doctors agree that DCIS is more of a pre-cancerous condition and should
not be labeled as cancer. It stays “in situ” without metastasizing in more than 90% of all cases because it is not generally malignant. I most cases, it acts like a benign mass or group of small masses. One woman I spoke with who used
Protocel for her DCIS did not see any change in her condition for many months, and it appeared that the Protocel had
no effect on her DCIS at all. My opinion is that this was because DCIS is not really a malignant condition (at least in
over 90% of all cases), and does not rely on anaerobic cell respiration. The basic idea is that Protocel will only work on
unhealthy or damaged cells of the body that consistently rely on anaerobic cell respiration. This includes all malignant
cancer cells, but usually not benign masses.
Does Protocel work on common non-life-threatening skin cancers,
such as basal cell cancer?
Yes. Protocel does work on skin cancers. Quite well, in fact. Malignant types of skin cancer, such as melanomas and
squamous cell cancer definitely respond to Protocel. Common non-metastasizing skin cancers, such as basal cell cancer,
also respond well to Protocel. This is the type that is often burned off by a dermatologist and may continue to recur in
an area of the body, such as the face, but does not metastasize to internal organs. For skin cancers, Protocel can also be
applied directly to the surface lesion and then covered with a bandage. But for best results, regular oral doses should be
taken as well, just like for other cancers. (At least 4 doses around the clock of either the Formula 50 or the Formula 23.)
Can Protocel be taken along with other antioxidants?
As many people know, Protocel itself is a powerful antioxidant and they hear that vitamin C and vitamin E should be
avoided, so they think that Protocel should not be taken along with any other antioxidant. The way it was described
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to me by the main Ph.D. chemist who worked with Protocel was this. It is not that Protocel should not be taken along
with any other antioxidant. It should simply not be taken along with any “sulfhydryl” types of antioxidants. But don’t
ask me what these types of antioxidants are, because I don’t know enough chemistry to answer that. If you want, you
can look up sulfhydryl antioxidants on the Internet and see what you can find out.
What are the dietary restrictions when using Protocel?
In general, Protocel is one of the easiest alternative cancer treatments when it comes to dietary restrictions. The most
important restriction is to avoid refined sugar as much as possible. This is because sugar feeds cancer. I would also avoid
all alcoholic beverages, since alcohol pretty much turns right into glucose in the body. (See the next two FAQs for more
details on sugar and alcohol consumption.) But you don’t need to be a vegetarian or vegan, you don’t need to stop all
intake of salt, and you can still have whole grain breads (white flour tends to metabolize quickly into glucose in the
body, so stick with whole grain and/or sprouted breads whenever possible.) Avoid junk food as much as possible, such
as crackers made with white flour, and all desserts made with sugar, including breakfast cereals. Other than that, it is
recommended to avoid any “concentrated” versions of foods, such as juices, that may be too high in nutrients like vitamin C. The best advice is to eat a well-rounded diet that cuts out junk food and juices, and includes whole vegetables,
whole fruits, some meat if one wishes, fish, poultry, and a little dairy, like organic yogurt or cottage cheese, if desired.
If a food is very high in vitamin C, like broccoli or oranges, then you can still eat it now and then but not in high
quantities every day. Likewise, brazil nuts can be eaten in small doses once in a while, but because they are very high in
selenium, avoid eating handfuls of brazil nuts every day. If you keep your diet somewhat varied and avoid refined sugar,
alcohol, junk food, and glassfuls of juices, you will most likely do just fine.
Do I have to avoid refined sugar COMPLETELY for Protocel to work?
Many cancer patients have had success with Protocel and eaten a small bite of birthday cake once in a while, or some
small amount of dessert on special occasions. However, cancer cells thrive on sugar in the form of glucose. In fact, Patrick Quillin, a Ph.D. nutritionist that has written and lectured extensively about treating cancer, states that all cancer
cells are “obligate glucose metabolizers.” What that means is that they MUST have glucose to survive. Protocel’s way of
breaking down cancer cells involves interfering with their ability to produce energy for themselves through their glucose
metabolizing pathway. Thus, every time a person with cancer eats refined sugar, they are feeding their cancer cells the
main thing those cells need to survive and are working against the Protocel. Basically, eating refined sugar when using
Protocel to get rid of your cancer is like trying to put out a fire with water while pouring gasoline on it at the same
time. So, for best results with Protocel, cut out all refined sugar in the form of table sugar, candies, cakes, desserts of
all kinds, sweet breakfast cereals, etc., and also alcoholic beverages, since alcohol turns into sugar in the body. Natural,
more complex sugars that are ingested in their whole food form such as fructose from whole fruits and whole vegetables
(not concentrated juices) should be fine, though, kept to a reasonable intake. If you DO eat some sugar here or there
for a special occasion, you might want to up your Protocel dose just before and after.
Is it okay to drink alcohol, like wine or beer, while using Protocel?
I’m sure that many people have gotten away with drinking wine or other alcoholic drinks on occasion while using Protocel for cancer and still recovered. But this is probably only acceptable if the occasions are rare. Alcohol metabolizes
in the body pretty much like pure glucose, so I would say the same rule applies to drinking alcohol as applies to eating
sugary desserts. So, whenever you ingest sugar from desserts, candies, breakfast cereal, or sweets of any kind, and whenever you drink an alcoholic drink, you are directly feeding your cancer cells and working against Protocel’s action on the
cellular level. I followed the case of a man once who was doing really well on Protocel for metastasized lung cancer to
his brain. His brain tumors were disappearing and overall his health was returning until he started experiencing terrible
stress in his life and drinking alcohol every night to deal with the stress. This man’s cancer then responded less and less
to the Protocel he was taking. Be sensible and don’t make it hard for the Protocel work for you.
Juicing and green drinks?
Juicing of all kinds and most special green drinks or high nutrition juices, such as Goji, Noni, or Wheatgrass juice are
all to be avoided while taking Protocel because they are dense in nutrients (especially vitamin C), and therefore act more
like supplements than whole foods in one’s diet. See the FAQ below for more details on the Vitamin C issue.
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Can you explain the Vitamin C issue?
It is recommended to not supplement with any vitamin C while using Protocel and to also avoid many other supplements that might help cancer cells produce ATP for themselves and work against the Protocel. So definitely avoid all
supplements with vitamin C in them. However, people are often confused about how much food containing vitamin
C should be avoided. You do NOT have to avoid all foods that have vitamin C in them, though it is recommenced
to avoid taking in high amounts of vitamin C by eating or drinking “concentrated” forms of foods that are high in C,
such as juices, or by over-indulging in high vitamin C foods on a regular basis. This means you should probably stop
drinking juices, but you can eat whole fruits, broccoli, tomatoes, bell pepper, berries and other good foods on a regular
basis, as long as you don’t over-indulge in any one of the high vitamin C foods if you wish to have the best results with
Protocel. In other words, don’t eat a large bowl of broccoli every day or 6 oranges every day. Keep your diet balanced
among a lot of different healthy organic foods and you should not have to worry about getting too much vitamin C
from your diet. There is no need to develop a vitamin C deficiency in the body while trying to recover from cancer.
Some people who are really struggling with their cancer for some reason and maybe feel their cancer is not responding
to the Protocel as much as they would like might be told by a Protocel expert to reduce their intake of vitamin C in their
diet to no more than 100 mg per day. But this is only a short-term recommendation, not a general rule, and is only
for certain cases. Most people do just fine on Protocel with a general healthy diet that does not involve concentrated
foods (such as juices or green drinks) which may act more like supplements in the concentrated nutrition they provide.
But keep in mind that when I say a normal healthy diet, I am not including refined sugar. Natural fructose from whole
fruits in moderation is okay. But any form of refined sugar in the diet (in cakes, cookies, candy, ice-cream, breakfast
cereal, etc.) can significantly work against Protocel’s action on cancer cells. It is probable that any form of refined white
flour will do the same, since refined wheat quickly turns into glucose in the body as well. Whole-grain and sprouted
grain breads should be fine, though.
Can I drink coffee, tea, or other caffeinated drinks?
Yes, caffeine does not conflict with Protocel. However, since caffeine acts as a diuretic (causing the release of water
from the body), it is important not to take in too much caffeine so that you do not become dehydrated. Anyone who
has cancer cells lysing in their body needs to stay hydrated to help the body process out the broken down cancer cells.
Drinking extra water is recommended while using Protocel for this reason. But if a person drinks caffeinated drinks,
they should probably add even more water to their daily program for every caffeinated drink they have.
Can I give myself coffee enemas while taking Protocel?
Yes. Coffee enemas, warm water enemas, and professional colonics are all compatible with Protocel as long as no vitamins, minerals or herbs are used in the enema or colonic water that might conflict with the Protocel.
Since I shouldn’t eat sugar while I have cancer, what artificial sweeteners are okay to use while
taking Protocel?
My preference is to use a product called Stevia which is sold in any health food store. (Sweetleaf is a good brand and
very good-tasting.) I prefer the liquid drops over the powdered form only because the powder does not dissolve well
into cold drinks such as iced tea. Stevia does not raise blood sugar and does not feed cancer cells. People taking Protocel
have also used Nutrasweet successfully. However, I would not recommend Nutrasweet, because its main ingredient is
Aspartame. Aspartame is an excitotoxin that has been proven to cause damage to the brain as well as directly causing
cancer in laboratory animals. Aspartame is also the main ingredient in Equal and Spoonful, so Nutrasweet, Equal and
Spoonful are all artificial sweeteners which are very bad for the body. Stevia is safe, so I’d stick with that or with any
other sugar alternative that does not raise the glycemic index in the blood. Some natural foods such as raw unrefined
honey can be used in small amounts, but don’t overdo it. You may want to stay away from Agave, though. It may be
natural, but I have heard it is quite refined and could act a lot like refined sugar in the body.
Can I eat chocolate while using Protocel for my cancer?
There is nothing in pure cocoa (the chocolate part of chocolate) that interferes with Protocel. However, most chocolate
sweets are made with high amounts of sugar and the refined sugar will feed your cancer cells and make it harder for
Protocel to get your cancer cells to lyse. So, you don’t want to eat chocolate candy, chocolate cake, or other chocolate
desserts because of the sugar in them when you have cancer, not because of the chocolate. If you are a chocoholic and
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can’t imagine giving up chocolate, one safe thing you can do is buy pure, raw unsweetened cacao powder from a health
food store and make your own hot chocolate drink at home. This is very easy to do by simply adding a rounded teaspoon of the cacoa powder to a tall mug of hot water, then add a little half and half or cream and a little liquid stevia
for sweetening purposes. It tastes great!
I like to drink milk every day. Is that okay?
As far as I know, people have been able to drink some milk and other dairy products such as organic yogurt of organic
cottage cheese (preferably advertized as not having the growth hormone rBGH in it) without interfering with their
recovery on Protocel. However, my own opinion is that drinking a LOT of cow’s milk every day might interfere with
Protocel in some cases. I don’t have any proof of this, but I know that cow’s milk is extremely high in phosphates,
much higher than human milk. Protocel blocks the production of ATP (adenosine triphosphate) in cancer cells and
ATP is made up of thee phosphates. That’s what the”triphosphate” refers to. Thus, I would worry that drinking milk
on a daily basis might contribute a lot of phosphates to the body, which might in turn contribute to your cancer cells’
ability to make ATP. If that is true, it might work against the Protocel, but this is just a theory of mine and not proven.
One farmer/researcher in Australia named Percy Weston, however, did find a direct link between high phosphate diets
and the development of cancer. (For details, see his book, Cancer: Cause & Cure.)
What if I have heavy signs of lysing, then periods of no signs of lysing at all?
Whenever a person is using Protocel for cancer, there will be lysing going on every day, possibly every minute of the
day. This is because the term “lysing” refers to the bursting of the cancer cell membranes. On the other hand, seeing
the signs of lysing come out of the body may be sporadic or cyclical, or a person may not notice any signs of lysing at
all. That does not mean the lysing is not going on inside the body, it simply means that the person is not able to notice
the lysed material (broken down cancer cells) coming out of their body. Sometimes the body may be able to process
out the lysed material very efficiently so you don’t see it. Other times, the lysed cancer cells may build up in the body
for a little while before the body processes them out all at once. Basically, sporadic or cyclical lysing symptoms are very
common and should not be interpreted as Protocel working at times and then not working at times.
The only exception to this rule is if you notice that something you do or eat corresponds to an obvious reduction in
signs of lysing. For instance, if you have been seeing regular signs of lysing for a while and then start taking a new
supplement and the signs stop suddenly and don’t come back, you may want to stop that supplement. Or if your signs
of lysing stop whenever you eat donuts or drink a milkshake or alcoholic drinks, then that may be an indication that
those things are interfering with Protocel’s ability to deprive your cancer cells of enough energy to make them fall apart.
If I am high in heavy metals, does that mean Protocel won’t work for me?
No. Most people have some heavy metals in their bodies, because it is so hard to avoid these days. It is true that a few
Protocel experts have suspected that, at least in some cases, extremely high levels of heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium, or nickel, might interfere with the Protocel to some degree. This is because heavy metals may chelate to (or bind
to) the Protocel and render the Protocel less effective. However, it is important to understand that no studies have been
done on this issue and there is no proof either way. Plus, no one knows how high a person has to be in heavy metals for
an interference to occur, if any. So, the best suggestion is to simply start on the Protocel and, if you know you are very
high in any heavy metals, then watch your progress carefully. If your cancer does not respond to the Protocel as well as
expected, then it may be that you will need to increase your dose of the Protocel at some point (maybe even double it),
and possibly add the herbal supplement “Paw Paw.” One important tip on this issue is to avoid getting an annual flu
shot. Though many vaccines have had the mercury removed from them, the average flu shot still contains mercury. So,
you may be giving the Protocel a better chance of working by not getting any flu shots that could put more mercury
into your body.
How long does it take for Protocel to work?
This is a common question, but one has to define the meaning of the word “work” in order to answer it. It’s pretty clear
that Protocel starts working on cancer cells immediately, if you mean causing them to start lysing. In fact, signs of lysing are often noticed by cancer patients within the first 24 hours of starting on it. So, I would say that Protocel starts
working on cancer cells as soon as a person starts taking it. But cancer cells don’t all lyse away all at once and recovery
does not happen overnight. It takes a little time to reduce the energy production of enough cancer cells in the body to
be able to notice cancer regression on scans, for instance:
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What most people mean when they ask this question is “How long does it take for my cancer to go away?”
As I’ve clarified in Chapter 12 of Outsmart Your Cancer, the time it takes for cancer to disappear varies from case to
case based on at least three factors:
1) How fast-growing the cancer is. My observation is that fast-growing (or aggressive) cancers lyse faster and slowgrowing cancers lyse slower on Protocel.
2) How much cancer a person has when they start on Protocel. A person with very little cancer may see all signs of their
cancer go away much sooner than a person who has a lot of cancer spread throughout their body.
3) How effectively the person uses Protocel. Protocel is not magic and there are many do’s and don’ts for optimum
results. (See Chapter 12 of Outsmart Your Cancer for all the details.)
Will Protocel work for a cancer patient given only a week or a month to live?
Protocel will definitely start working on their cancer immediately, within hours of starting it, as stated above. This is the
case whenever any person with cancer starts taking Protocel, in my understanding. However, that does not mean the
patient will get well. Some people start on Protocel when there is not enough time for Protocel to get rid of enough
cancer quickly enough to make a difference. In other words, a person who only has a week or month to live may already
have had their vital organs so damaged by their cancer or by previous toxic conventional treatments that their body
is no longer strong enough to recover. In extreme cases, their organs may already be starting to shut down. In other
cases, some of the cancer may continue to grow before Protocel can stop all growth. Another scenario is that a person
who has been fighting cancer for a long time within the conventional medical system may have a body that is be so
damaged already by their late-stage cancer or conventional toxic treatments, that it no longer has the strength or ability
to re-build new cells and recover even if the Protocel did get rid of all the cancer. So it is often not at all a matter of
whether the Protocel can work on the person’s cancer, but whether the person has enough time left to give the body a
chance to process out the lysed cancer, replace damaged areas with new healthy cells, and do all the other things that
are required for any body to get well.
This is why people often make a very big mistake when they decide to commit to conventional treatment first thinking
that they will then try an alternative approach if the conventional method fails. What that person doesn’t realize is that
it may be too late for them at that point. Overall, your chances of achieving a full recovery from cancer using Protocel
or any other alternative approach for cancer are better the sooner you start on it. The longer you wait, the worse your
chances for recovery will be. Having said that, I would never want to discourage anyone in late stage disease to try
Protocel if they want to. Where there is life, there is hope. And there have been some cases who used Protocel very late,
were only expected to live a few weeks, and did recover. So it is often worth a try. But understand that your chance for
a full recovery is much, much better if you start on Protocel sooner, rather than later.
Is there a minimum or maximum age for someone to use Protocel? For instance, is it safe for my
two-year-old toddler as well as my 90-year-old grandfather?
No, there is no minimum or maximum age for someone to use Protocel and yes, it is safe for toddlers and elders in
their nineties. In fact, Protocel is probably the easiest and most effective alternative treatment for the elderly with cancer
as well as for very young children of all the options out there. This is because it does not require taking a mountain of
pills every day, does not require extensive detoxing through coffee enemas or other means on a regular basis, and does
not require extensive juicing or an extremely strict diet – all of which could be very difficult for seniors as well as young
children.
One testimonial on the Audio CD bound into the back of Outsmart Your Cancer tells of a small boy who was given
Protocel for a malignant brain tumor starting at the age of 18 months old. That boy is now a healthy young man who
has been working on computers for some time now. I’ve also noticed that, at least in some cases, elderly cancer patients
appear to respond even quicker to recovery with Protocel than others. I believe this may be because their cell energy
is often so low already that it is easy for Protocel to push the cancer cells down the oxidation reduction ladder to the
point where they fall apart.
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If Protocel is such a great treatment for cancer, why not just recommend it for everyone and
forget about all the other alternative cancer treatments out there?
It certainly would NOT be a bad thing if everyone with cancer were to use Protocel as their preferred treatment of
choice. But there are many factors to consider when choosing an alternative treatment and there are other effective alternative options out there for cancer as well. (See Outsmart Your Cancer for descriptions of some powerful approaches,
such as Cesium High pH Therapy, Burzynski’s Antineoplastons, and Dr. Kelley’s Enzyme Therapy, to name just a few.)
The fact is that some people are not comfortable using a self-administered home approach for their cancer and want
a doctor to help them and to oversee their progress. These people may do better by going to one of the doctors listed
in my book who perform alternative treatments at their clinics. In fact, if they are seriously ill with a high possibility
of side complications due to their cancer, using an alternative treatment administered by a doctor may be critically
important for some cases. Also, there are many people who don’t want to give up their health supplements. There is
nothing wrong with this. Some people, in fact, really need their health supplements, such as a person with a bad heart
who takes CoQ10, D-Ribose, L-Carnitine, and vitamin E to support their heart. All of these are supplements that
cannot be taken along with Protocel, so those types of cancer patients may do much better using a different alternative
approach to cancer that is compatible with those supplements they need for their heart. And, of course, many people
just want to be able to keep up their daily juicing and regular supplements because they feel better on them and would
prefer an approach that allows for those supplements and daily juices. These are just a few reasons why Protocel may
not be the very best approach for each and every cancer patient. But the good news is that there are many alternative
non-toxic options to choose from.
Can I do regular exercise while taking Protocel?
Yes, but you should be careful not to overdo exercise while recovering from cancer using any approach. Whenever a
person is causing their cancer cells to break down through an alternative approach such as Protocel, the body then has
to work hard to process out those broken-down cancer cell parts. The liver, kidneys, lymph system all work harder
than usual to rid your body of the debris. This takes energy and is why some people get tired in the first month or two
of using Protocel. The more cancer you have that is lysing, the harder your body has to work. Gentle regular exercise
such as walking, easy bouncing on a mini-trampoline to keep the lymph flowing, and other very gentle workouts are
fine if they do not make one feel overly tired. But pushing yourself to exercise until tired may be putting undue stress
on your body if it is already working hard to process out the broken-down cancer cells and trying to heal by building
new cells. Use your own judgment, but I would error on the side of resting more, taking more naps, and doing only
gentle exercise if it were me. As the cancer disappears more and more from the body, a person can gradually step up
their exercise program if they want to.
What about skiing, dirt-biking, martial arts, tackle football, or other highly active and impactrisky sports?
I would not recommend these for anyone with cancer. You might want to wait until your cancer is in remission (the
all-clear point) before engaging in this type of sport. There is no actual conflict between active sports and Protocel, so
that is not the issue. The issue is that, as long as you still have active areas of cancer in your body, you do not want to
risk any accidental impact or injury to the cancer area. This is the case no matter what type of treatment you are using
for your cancer, and is because cancer seems to “take off” and spread more rapidly where tissue is damaged by injury or
infection. Here are some examples to explain why I think this is true:
1) One man was using Protocel for his metastasized pancreatic cancer and doing very, very well. The cancer was not
totally gone yet, but was under control and it appeared he was on course for having a full recovery. He was feeling
great, working, and living his life normally. In fact, he was feeling so great that he decided to take a kick-boxing class
for exercise. Unfortunately, during one class, he got kicked really hard in the abdomen. (The area where his cancer had
been disappearing up to that point.) Somehow this injury spurred the cancer to grow rapidly and he died before the
Protocel could get it under control.
2) A woman in her forties had gone through surgery and chemotherapy for ovarian cancer before stopping all conventional treatment and switching to Protocel. Her cancer had already metastasized throughout her abdomen and three
tumors had appeared in her liver. Nevertheless, she was having great success with Protocel 50 alone. After a number of
months on Protocel, scans showed her abdominal tumors reducing and two of the three tumors in her liver were almost
gone. She appeared to be well on her way to recovery. However, at that point, she decided to have a port removed from
her belly that had been previously implanted surgically for chemo treatments. The surgery was successful in removing
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the port tube, but there were complications in the healing of the surgical wound. It became infected and would not
close. This surgical wound was in an area where she’d had some cancer before and suddenly, presumably due to the
injury and infection resulting from the surgery, her ovarian cancer began taking off and growing again in that area. I
never was able to follow-up and do not know how she did, but last I heard she was desperately trying to get her cancer
under control again. This woman would have done better to wait until all signs of her cancer were gone before doing
any form of surgery that wasn’t absolutely necessary.
3) An elderly woman with Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma presenting on her cheek/jaw area told me that before she had
been diagnosed with cancer, she had suffered a fall and had hit her face very hard in the very spot that the cancer then
appeared at.
4) A middle-aged woman told me she had been in a car accident where she suffered a very powerful bruising of her
breast from the seat belt. I imagine the seat belt probably saved her life or prevented further injury, and I am all for
using seat belts. However, the woman said she was diagnosed with breast cancer not too long after that and the cancer
appeared in the exact place she had been seriously bruised.
So, it appears that cancer is somewhat opportunistic and thrives in areas of damaged or inflamed tissue. Thus, if I had
cancer and wanted to be sure I achieved a full recovery, I would NOT subject myself to any activity that might result
in a strong impact as long as I still have cancer in my body. This includes activities such as martial arts, tackle football,
surfing, dirt biking, bicycle riding, anything that requires a helmet, skiing, snow-boarding, etc. This does not mean
you can never do any of these things ever again. It just means you might want to avoid risk to your cancer recovery
by waiting until all signs of active cancer are gone before undertaking an activity that may result in an impact, fall, or
injury to your area of cancer.
Can I undergo surgery while taking Protocel?
Yes, but should probably only consider it if absolutely necessary. By this I mean that if you truly need a surgical procedure at any time, then get it. Your Protocel doses can be taken right up to the time of surgery and started again right
after the surgery. However, any significant surgery is a trauma to the body and as the FAQ above indicates, cancer may
thrive in traumatized tissues. Also, major surgery may weaken the immune system for quite awhile afterward. So it may
be wise to postpone any surgery that can be postponed until one reaches the all-clear point according to diagnostic
tests. Thus, if you have a chemo stint that is not bothering you, wait before having it removed. And if there is any other
elective surgery you want to do that is not necessary, wait. Even if you have a hernia that you can live with for a while
longer, wait. It is just common sense to not stress the body if you don’t have to when you are trying to ensure a cancer
recovery for yourself. But of course if you have a serious condition that requires surgery, then by all means get the surgery! Just keep taking your Protocel doses if you do.
Can I mix my Protocel doses into a special alkaline water?
No. In fact, it may be best to not drink alkaline or other special waters at all while taking Protocel, even in-between your
Protocel doses. For mixing Protocel into water to drink immediately, regular distilled, spring, or filtered water may be
used. But whenever Protocel is pre-mixed into water to drink later, it must always be distilled water.
Is it okay to pre-mix Protocel in distilled water for more than 1 day in advance?
Many people find it is easy to pre-mix their Protocel doses in four or five bottles of distilled water at the beginning of
each day. In other words, if they are taking the Formula 50, they are probably taking a dose every six hours and may
want to make up four separate bottles of distilled water with a dose of Protocel in each one at the beginning of their
day. A person on the Formula 23 may be taking 5 doses around the clock, so they might pre-mix 5 bottles of distilled
water with a dose in each bottle at their beginning of their day. On the rare occasion that you need to pre-mix doses for
two days, that might be okay if absolutely necessary. But, in general, I would not pre-mix Protocel doses for more than
one 24-hour period. I heard of a man that was pre-mixing doses for 6 days in advance, and he did not have as good a
response as expected while he was doing that. So, I do not recommend pre-mixing Protocel in distilled water for more
than one day at a time.
Is it okay to get an annual flu shot while using Protocel for cancer?
I strongly advise against flu shots. This is an important question, though, because many cancer patients are encouraged
to get flu shots by their doctors. There have been no studies and we have no reliable data on this issue, so I cannot report
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with certainty either way, but I have been surprised to find that several cases I have followed showed a definite decline
in their recovery progress shortly after getting a flu shot. My own opinion is that flu shots may interfere with a person’s
recovery. No one knows whether it is the heavy metals in flu shots that may bind to the Protocel, (they still contain
mercury), or whether it is simply a result of the flu shot depressing the person’s immune system, which is a well-known
fact. Whatever it is, though, I have observed enough bad results to come to the conclusion that people using Protocel
for cancer should probably NOT get a flu shot at any time. The other thing to remember is that Protocel has very strong
anti-viral action and most people using Protocel for cancer find that they rarely get sick with a cold or flu anyway. I believe that Protocel will help any cancer patient to avoid catching a virus better than any vaccine can. So, you don’t need
a flu shot when you are on Protocel and, in my opinion, getting the flu shot may seriously interfere with your recovery.
Is the quarter teaspoonful dose right for everyone?
A quarter teaspoonful of either the Protocel Formula 50 or the Protocel Formula 23 is considered the basic dose size for
both formulations, which means it can be the starting dose for anyone. But I do believe that some people may need a
bigger dose at some point and I explain situations where a cancer patient may want to increase their dose size or even
do “power-dosing” sometimes in Chapter 12 of Outsmart Your Cancer to optimize their results.
How do I know if the Protocel is working on my cancer or not?
Though many cases may know very quickly through obvious signs of lysing and rapid tumor regression that is visible, in
other cases it is not always clear right away. First of all, fast-growing (aggressive) cancers tend to lyse faster on Protocel
and slow-growing cancers tend to lyse slower. Also, the amount of observable lysing symptoms varies a great deal from
patient to patient. What I think is the best advice is to use as many diagnostic tools as possible and also common sense
to ascertain whether the Protocel is working on your cancer or not. Some of these tools will be conventional diagnostic methods, such as MRIs, CT scans, ultrasounds, or scoping procedures. (Be careful of cancer marker blood tests,
though, because they are notoriously inaccurate, –especially when a person is using Protocel.)
Besides the above conventional tools, a person can also assess their situation in many cases by observing signs of lysing. Lysing signs or symptoms are not necessarily going to be seen every day and in some cases aren’t seen at all. But
if you are someone who does see signs of lysing, then watch those closely. If you’re still not sure what’s happening, try
increasing your dose of Protocel for a little while and see if those lysing symptoms increase. Or decrease your Protocel
dose for just a little while and see if those lysing symptoms reduce. If you suddenly eat a lot of sugar or drink a lot of
alcohol and you see your signs of lysing completely stop, then you’ve probably interfered with Protocel’s action. If you
get an early scan, say only two or three months after starting on Protocel, the interpretation of those scans might be a
little confusing. For more explanation on scans, see the next FAQ.
How does one interpret scans?
Scans of all types are important diagnostic tools, and in the long-term will hopefully always tell the correct story. However, sometimes in the short-term the interpretation of early scans can be confusing for three reasons:
1) The “Blow Up” factor. Because of the way Protocel causes cancer cells to lyse, tumors may slightly expand at first as
they are breaking down. This is called the Blow Up Factor and sometimes one must wait another couple of months to
get the next scan before seeing that tumor go down in size. Be careful. Not all tumor enlargements are blow ups of this
type. It could be that the way you are using the Protocel is not really effective and your cancer is really progressing. So
always think about what you are eating, drinking, or taking along with the Protocel if this happens, as well as possibly
trying a higher dose of the Protocel for the next two or three months before your next scan.
2) Sometimes lysed material (dead broken down cancer cell parts) can hang around a tumor area a little while before
getting processed out of the body. Unfortunately, MRIs and CT scans cannot differentiate between active tumor masses
and lysed material. Therefore, if you get a scan early on, before the lysed cells have been cleared from the area, it may
look on the scan like your cancer is growing. This is where you really need to use common sense and include all factors
to determine your cancer status. If you’ve been experiencing lysing symptoms or other reasons to believe your cancer is
breaking down, then you may want to consider that some of the material highlighting on the scan might be harmless
lysed cancer and simply keep doing what you’re doing until the next time for a scan.
PET scans are not perfect diagnostic tools, either, but they are often better at telling the difference between active cancer
and lysed cancer. This is important and I recommend PET scans for people using Protocel whenever possible. Here
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is an example of why: Years ago I was following a case where a man had fairly advanced primary brain cancer. I can’t
remember exactly what type, but I’m pretty sure it was either of the Astrocytoma or Oligodendroglioma type. Before
starting on Protocel, brain scans showed that he had a tumor in his frontal lobe area as well as a tumor in his brain stem.
He diligently took Protocel for 6 months before getting another scan, which was an MRI. When the doctor came in to
give him the results, the news was horrifying. The man was told that his cancer had spread significantly throughout his
brain! This was confusing to the patient and his wife because this man was literally feeling great, working full-time, and
exercising regularly every week. It seemed unlikely he would feel this good if he had so much cancer in his brain. So this
man requested a PET scan, which was performed only two weeks after the MRI. The results of the PET scan were completely different. This time, the scan showed that there was no active cancer in his frontal lobe anymore at all and only
a tiny spot of active cancer still left in his brain stem. Apparently the MRI had highlighted lysed material, which looked
like cancer to the doctor and radiologist, but the PET scan had only highlighted active cancer. Always understand the
differences between different scans as best you can, because it may help you know how to interpret your results.
3) Another situation that may arise during cancer recovery is that not all tumors will necessarily disappear at the same
rate. Here is another case in point: A man had malignant melanoma that had metastasized in the form of multiple
tumors throughout his abdomen. Three months after taking Protocel Formula 50, he went in for conventional scans.
The scan report said that some of his tumors had regressed in size or were gone, but others were still there and one or
two were a little bigger than before. As a result, this man’s doctor convinced him that the Protocel was not working
because it looked like some tumor growth in some areas. But three months is not enough time in many cases for all
tumors to be showing regression, and sometimes denser tumors expand a little and take longer to go away than less
dense tumors. The fact that some tumors WERE showing regression in size or gone, should have tipped off both the
doctor and patient that something good was happening. Malignant tumors rarely go away or get smaller for no reason,
and it is likely that if he had just stayed on Protocel longer he would have seen the other tumors disappear eventually as
well. Unfortunately, this man was convinced by his oncologist to stop the Protocel and rely on conventional treatments
from then on – treatments that are known to have no long-term curative effect for melanoma. Again, it is important to
get conventional diagnostics and to consult with your doctor. But when using an alternative treatment for cancer, it is
imperative to use your own common sense as well!
I’m having success with another alternative approach and already seeing my cancer go away.
But I am very impressed with the Protocel testimonials and I’m thinking of
switching to Protocel. What do you recommend?
My role is to share information about what alternative treatments for cancer are available, how they were developed,
and how they work. I can never say which particular alternative approach would be best for any particular case. Thus,
which approach to use is something each person has to decide for themselves. Having said that, I can share that I have a
healthy respect for cancer and my own motto for myself or my family would be “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” In other
words, if you are using an alternative treatment for cancer that is obviously working and your cancer is in the process
of going away, then I would keep using that approach until the cancer is gone if I were you. Don’t mess with success!
If I do not have a cancer diagnosis myself, can I still use Protocel for prevention?
Yes, using Protocel preventively is a great idea for anyone. The two main things to understand about using Protocel
preventively are the following:
1) Use Protocel just the same way you would use it if you had a cancer diagnosis. In other words, for best results, use
the same dosing schedule recommended as if you knew you had cancer, and avoid all supplements, herbs or other treatments that might interfere with Protocel’s action on the cellular level.
2) Protocel is only a preventive in the sense that it is able to get rid of any active cancer cells you may have in your
body but that are in such small numbers you are not aware you have cancer. It can also be preventive by cleansing your
body of other damaged cells that have already become anaerobic, but have not yet turned into cancer cells. But it can
only help you while you are taking it. If you take Protocel for prevention, you are cleansing any anaerobic cells in your
body that may be a problem or become a problem. But once you stop the Protocel, there is no continuing action. In
other words, if you take Protocel for two months, it will not somehow magically protect you from developing cancer for
the rest of the year as an immunization of some sort. It only works to get rid of anaerobic cells while you are taking it.
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Which formulation of Protocel should I take for prevention?
Either one will work just fine for general prevention of a cancer diagnosis. However, if a person has a particular area of
concern, for instance a woman has a suspicious lump in her breast and is worried about breast cancer, or a man has a
higher than normal PSA score and is worried about prostate cancer, then these people may choose to use the Formula
23 for prevention because it is the one most recommended for breast and prostate cancer. On the other hand, let’s say a
person has smoked cigarettes for many years, has a cough, and is worried about lung cancer. That person may feel more
comfortable using the Formula 50 which is more recommended for lung cancer. Each person can decide for themselves,
but either formulation is very effective at any type of cancer caught early, so don’t stress about this issue too much when
it comes to prevention.
How long do I need to take Protocel for prevention?
Regarding this, there is no set rule. The way Protocel works for prevention is by getting rid of any very small tumors that
are as yet undetectable, as well as possibly getting rid of certain types of pre-cancerous cells that have already become
anaerobic but have not yet turned into cancer cells. So, no one really knows how many pre-cancerous or undetectable
tumors they have in their body. Thus they cannot really know for sure how long they need to take the Protocel. Some
people suggest taking just one or two bottles (2-4 months worth) back-to-back for prevention. My suggestion would
be that, if it is the first time you are using Protocel for prevention, I’d use it longer than that. (Maybe 6 months or so.)
Then, after that first time, if you want to use a bottle or two each year for continuing prevention, that might work fine.
But there are no set rules. You can use it longer for prevention if you want that security.
Is Protocel antibacterial?
No, Protocel is not antibacterial. This is actually a good thing, because it means that Protocel will not kill any of the
healthy bacteria in your gut. If anyone on Protocel develops a bacterial infection, it is okay to go onto antibiotics prescribed by your doctor while taking Protocel for cancer.
What about anaerobic bacteria or yeast?
No, Protocel does not get rid of anaerobic bacteria (such as those in some dental infections) either. And it is not antiyeast, even though these microbes function anaerobically. It was specifically designed to interfere with the anaerobic
respiration of a body’s damaged or unhealthy cells, not any organism that is anaerobic. Protocel does have very powerful
anti-viral action, however, because viral conditions involve anaerobic cells of the human host body. (Please see the last
two FAQs for a more detailed explanation of how Protocel works on viruses.) And, in some cases Protocel has been
reported to effectively work on fungi for some reason that I do not understand.
What is the cure rate for Protocel against cancer?
Since no formal studies have been performed on human cancer patients using Protocel, there are no reliable numbers to
report. Some people hear that Protocel has an 80% cure rate, but I think this is an erroneous statement when it comes
to current human cancer patients using it. The 80% cure rate idea may have been misconstrued from two sources:
1) Jim Sheridan claimed to have achieved an 80 percent cure rate on mice with cancer over the many years he performed animal studies. I’m sure this was true, but it was also under controlled laboratory circumstances and Sheridan
was never involved with any human clinical trials.
2) Ed Sopcak (the man who originally funded the production of Cancell and gave away about 20,000 bottles of it back
in the late 1980s and early 1990s) used to claim that he achieved an 80% cure rate with the cancer patients he worked
with. But Ed Sopcak only counted those cases that had at least three months to live when they started on Cancell. In
other words, if a patient died within the first three months of being on Cancell, Sopcak did not count their death in his
statistics because he believed that very late stage cases didn’t always have enough time for the Cancell to work effectively
enough to cure the person. Still, even with that stipulation, Sopcak’s overall recovery rate for those cancer patients he
directly worked with was phenomenal.
If I had to guess, I would say that the actual current cure rate for cancer patients using Protocel is much lower than
80%, but that is most likely because so many people don’t start on Protocel until they are very late stage or because they
don’t make sure they understand all the do’s and don’ts of using Protocel. However, I can say with strong conviction
that there are still many more cancer cures with Protocel than with conventional chemotherapy or other mainstream
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methods, and this is especially exemplified by the many real-life cases who were told by their oncologist to go home
and get their affairs in order because there was nothing more that could be done for them, then went on to achieve a
full recovery using the Protocel formula. In my opinion, if everyone with cancer were able to get onto Protocel right
after being diagnosed with cancer, and were helped by an expert practitioner to use it correctly, then the overall cure rate
could soar up over 90 percent. But that is just my guess and those conditions are not occurring in the current real world.
What is the difference between Protocel Formula 50 and Protocel Formula 23?
Protocel Formula 50 and Protocel Formula 23 are the only two formulations of Protocel being sold today and are very,
very similar. I have been told they are made up of the very same ingredients, but in slightly different proportions, and
that the Formula 50 requires one extra step in producing it which accounts for its higher cost.
I heard that the Formula 50 is stronger or more powerful than the 23. Is that true?
No. Originally, when the two formulations were first being marketed, some people thought the Formula 50 was stronger. But then it was observed that many types of cancer actually responded better to the Formula 23 than to the 50. So,
now, all Protocel experts agree that the Formula 50 works best for some types of cancers and the Formula 23 works
best for other types of cancers. There may also be some situations where the 23 or 50 work equally well for a particular
case. (Please see Chapter 12 of Outsmart Your Cancer for a list of which formulation to use for which type of cancer.)
Is there any type of cancer that Protocel does NOT work on?
No. As far as anyone knows, Protocel will work on any type of malignant cancer. What I mean by this is that, on a
cellular level, Protocel is designed to cause any malignant cancer cell to lyse and is capable of doing that. Some types of
cancer cells may respond just a little better to either one or the other of the two formulations, as stated above, though.
And, fast-growing (aggressive) cancers tend to lyse faster, while slow-growing cancers tend to lyse slower. So people with
slow-growing cancers often need to be more patient with their recovery. Of course, whether a person achieves a complete cure has to do with various factors, such as how effectively they use the formula, whether their body is extremely
toxic in other things that might inhibit healing, and how long they take the Protocel to make sure they get rid of every
last cancer cell.
Are there any types of cancer that respond particularly well to Protocel?
I almost don’t want to answer this question, because no studies have been done to compare cases of people using Protocel for different types of cancer, and I hesitate to categorize any cancers as better responders than others. Also, some
cancers may respond in a slower fashion simply because they are slow-growing, but will disappear just as thoroughly
over time as those that respond quickly. In general, as stated above fast-growing cancers lyse faster and slow-growing
cancers lyse slower. But in the long-term, full recovery can be achieved with any type of cancer as far as anyone knows.
If any cancer case is not responding well, one option is to try increasing one’s dose size or frequency of the Protocel dose
and see if that speeds things up, and another option is to try adding the supplement “Paw Paw” and see if that speeds
things up. I suppose, if I had to say something, I would say that I’ve seen some really fast recoveries from cervical cancer,
bladder cancer, acute leukemias, and astrocytoma brain cancers, to name just a few.
Is bleeding a lysing symptom?
No, not usually. Sometimes a small amount of blood may be seen as a result of lysing when parts of a tumor break away
from a blood vessel or organ wall. But this is usually a very small amount of blood and short-lived. If anyone experiences
heavy or prolonged bleeding while taking Protocel for cancer, this should not be construed as a lysing symptom and the
person should have themselves checked by a qualified physician immediately.
What is Paw Paw?
Paw Paw is an herbal treatment related to Graviola. Both Paw Paw and Graviola are known to be compatible with
Protocel and are also known to have cancer-fighting properties. Not everyone who uses Protocel also takes Paw Paw
or Graviola, and it is not considered something everyone needs to take. However, the standardized Nature’s Sunshine
version of Paw Paw in capsules is often recommended to anyone who has done chemotherapy before. This is because
chemo drugs can select out for multi-drug-resistant (MDR) cancer cells. Paw Paw has the unique ability to disable the
resistance of MDR cells and may make it easier for the Protocel to work in those cases. Paw Paw’s action on the cellular
level works synergistically with how Protocel works, so the two can be used together even if the cancer patient never
did any chemo. There are some contraindications to using Paw Paw for select cases, though. For anyone who has a situ-
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ation where they must be very careful not to allow their cancer to lyse too fast (such as with cancer in the brain), it is
recommended that those people just start on Protocel alone first and don’t add the Paw Paw until maybe a few months
have gone by. Once the person is sure they can handle and process out the amount of lysed material that Protocel alone
is causing, then they can try adding Paw Paw sometime after that. If a person does not have to worry about too much
lysing happening too fast, then they can start on Protocel and Paw Paw together right away if they want to.
Can I use detoxing foot baths while taking Protocel?
I would not recommend using foot baths while taking Protocel. Foot baths are designed to pull toxins out of the body,
which in general is a very good idea. But remember, Protocel is not made of only natural ingredients. There are some
synthetic ingredients in it, too. Thus, there is a possibility that the foot baths may pull out some amount of the Protocel.
In fact, if you look at the websites that sell detoxing foot baths, they usually post a warning that if a person is taking any
life-saving medication, they should probably not use a foot bath because the foot bath could pull that medication out.
Can I get body massages while using Protocel for cancer?
Yes, but make sure that the massage therapist does not put any pressure directly on tumors or other areas of active cancer. Oncologists are taught in medical school to touch tumors lightly, so as to not cause cancer cells to break off which
might result in undue metastases. Be sure your massage therapist avoids pressing on any areas of cancer.
Can I drink bottled water that has been purified with ozone?
Ozonated bottled water is fine to drink. The ozone used in water is in small amounts for disinfectant purposes and virtually always will have completely been used up or converted back to regular O2 by the time a person drinks this water.
Can I use an air purifier that produces ozone?
Yes. There are various ways that ozone treatments for cancer are administered to get the ozone in strong doses directly
into the blood stream, including rectal insufflations. Those types of powerful ozone treatments should be avoided while
taking Protocel because mixing ozone and Protocel produces toxic aldehydes as a result. But the ozone in air purifiers
dissipates very quickly and the extremely small amount taken into the blood stream through the use of them is negligible.
How do I interpret lymph node swelling?
Lymph nodes can swell as cancer is progressing throughout the body, but they can also swell as cancer is being processed
OUT of the body through the use of something like Protocel. So, here once again, common sense must be used and
the total picture taken into account. For instance, if you have cancer and your scans and visual observation are showing
that all your tumors are getting bigger and your lymph nodes are enlarging as well, then you are probably experiencing
cancer progression. However, if you are on Protocel and you are experiencing lots of lysing symptoms, have already seen
some tumors reduce in size, but have one or more lymph nodes enlarging, then it may just be that those lymph nodes
are enlarging as they are processing out lysed cancer. The logical conclusion in that case, when taking everything into
account would be that cancer regression is happening.
Are there any special issues for Lymphoma patients?
Yes. The most important thing for anyone using Protocel for cancer in their lymph system, and especially for those who are primary lymphoma patients, is to stay well hydrated by drinking lots of water every single day. This is because the lymph fluid can
get “sticky” or thick as it is processing out lysed cancer cells caused by the Protocel. The lymph system does not have a main pump
to keep it flowing like the blood system has with the heart. So, if the lymph fluid gets too thick and sticky, it may get clogged up
and stop moving. This could cause discomfort in the cancer patient and may impede the body’s ability to process out the buildup
of broken down cancer cells. In at least one case I followed, this buildup became almost life-threatening for a Non-Hodgkin’s
Lymphoma patient on Protocel. For 3 months, his cancer was responding very well to the Protocel and the many lumps he had
around his body had all reduced in size. But he wasn’t drinking much water every day and pretty soon he started to experience
great pain in his abdomen. Doctors determined that his spleen had swollen up and was about to rupture. Now, the spleen is like
a very big lymph node in the lymph system and often becomes heavy with cancer when a person has lymphoma. So, lots of lysing
going on and not enough water to keep that lymph fluid moving is probably what caused this man’s terrible pain. Don’t take that
risk. Drink plenty of good pure water besides other drinks you may be ingesting. Another very effective way to aid the movement
of lymph fluid throughout the body is to gently bounce on a mini-trampoline for about 10 minutes twice a day.
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Why isn’t Protocel sold in more foreign countries?
Efforts have been made and are still ongoing to get distributors set up in countries other than the United States and
Australia. Hopefully, more countries will have distributorships eventually. But there are a variety of difficulties that
have slowed this process down, including heavy restrictions placed by CODEX Alimentarius on all new supplements
in Europoe. CODEX is a collection of internationally recognized standards and rules relating to foods and nutritional
dietary supplements that was created by the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) and the WHO (World Health
Organization). Most people in the know say CODEX is simply one of the strong arms of the pharmaceutical industry,
clearly designed to protect their drug profits rather than the health of the world population. In fact, many believe CODEX will cause the end of health freedom entirely over upcoming years. (For more information, search the Internet on
CODEX Alimentarius.)
I am worried about the copper ingredient in Protocel. If a person has a high copper level indicated by a hair analysis, is it still okay to take Protocel?
Yes. As far as anyone knows, the very small amount of copper in Protocel has never caused anyone any problems. This
is partly because all of the ingredients in Protocel work together to act as a “catechol” to interfere with anaerobic cell
respiration and, at least in my own understanding, each of the ingredients in Protocel are not particularly bioavailable
for individual use by the body.
If I am high in heavy metals, what can I do to chelate those metals out of my body while I am
taking Protocel?
This is difficult to answer because anything that would chelate heavy metals out of the body also runs the risk of binding
to and chelating Protocel out of the body. So, I don’t really know of any way to work on removing heavy metals while
taking Protocel. My suggestion would be that if your cancer is caught early and not too threatening just yet, you could
try one month of a chelation protocol, such as Zeolite, before starting on Protocel. But if your cancer is not caught very
early, I would suggest getting onto the Protocel immediately and don’t worry about the heavy metals. But watch your
progress. If you are very high in heavy metals, you may need a higher dose of the Protocel from the beginning and you
may also want to take Paw Paw along with it right from the beginning for best results.
Does Protocel need to be refrigerated?
No. Do not refrigerate or freeze Protocel. Simply keep your bottle of Protocel in a cabinet or cupboard out of direct
sunlight and in an area that does not get too hot. Remember, too, to shake the bottle vigorously before measuring out
your dose each time.
What is the shelf life of Protocel?
Unopened, Protocel has an extremely long shelf-life when kept under ordinary conditions, such as in a cupboard away
from high heat or direct sunlight. Its shelf life this way is at least three years and may be up to ten years or more. However, if the Protocel bottle has already been opened, then there is some risk that some sort of bacteria or other growth
may develop in it over time. So, for bottles that have been opened already, they should probably be used up in a 6 to 8
month period. But this is just my guess. Talk to the Protocel distributors for more accurate information.
Can I use a metal spoon to mix my Protocel dose into distilled water?
Yes.
Do I need to alkalize my body to recover from cancer?
No, this is not necessary while using Protocel. In fact, most of the great recoveries from cancer using Protocel over the
years occurred in patients who simply took Protocel and maybe one or two other compatible supplements, but who
never even tested their body for acidity. Cancer creates its own little acidic environment as a result of the high levels of
lactic acid produced by every cancer cell. (Lactic acid is always a by-product of anaerobic cell respiration.) Thus, as the
cancer goes away through the lysing that Protocel causes, one’s body will begin to lose its extreme acidity and gradually
become more alkaline. Eating a diet of healthy foods, cutting out refined sugar and junk foods, and drinking a lot of
good pure water will also go a long way towards bringing the body back up to a healthy acid/alkaline balance.
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Is Protocel an immune booster?
In the Protocel community, many people consider Protocel to be an immune booster because so many cancer patients
have reported that their blood work looks so much better after they have been on Protocel for a period of time. But the
extent to which Protocel boosts the immune system, or what aspects of the immune system are boosted, is very unclear.
Most supplements that are touted as immune boosters have been shown through clinical studies to significantly increase
levels of T cells, killer cells, interleukin factors, etc. No clear knowledge of Protocel’s ability to boost these factors of
the immune system is known. Some people have reported interleukin factors to increase in their blood tests, but those
people were also taking Germanium-132 which has been proven to boost interleukins all by itself. So it is unclear in
those cases whether it was the Protocel that did it or the GE-132.
It is also unclear as to whether various cancer patients’ blood work improves as a result of Protocel boosting their
immune system, or whether it is a result of the Protocel simply reducing the cancer load in their body so that their
immune system is no longer so overwhelmed. To my knowledge, Jim Sheridan never wrote about Protocel being an
immune booster. Another issue is that some people think it is an immune-booster because they don’t tend to catch a
cold or flu when they are on Protocel. But this is probably more due to Protocel’s ability to interrupt the replication
cycle of viruses, and not necessarily because it directly boosts the immune system. Future studies may be able to clarify
for us what the immune boosting capability of Protocel really is. In the meantime, it is certainly fair to say that Protocel
helps the body to function better in many ways simply due to its ability to rid the body of damaged anaerobic cells,
and that many cancer patients find their blood workups indicating better and better functioning of the body overall
when they use Protocel.
Can I go into hot tubs or pools with chlorine when on Protocel?
One Protocel expert thinks exposure to chlorine this way is not a good idea while taking Protocel. I am not sure either
way. If you do sporadically use chlorinated hot tubs or pools, you may want to increase your dose of Protocel just before
and after.
Is the Asparagus approach okay along with Protocel?
Yes, as far as anyone knows. Anecdotal case reports appear to indicate that the asparagus approach does not conflict
with Protocel.
Can I use the Budwig Flaxseed Oil and Cottage Cheese Approach while taking Protocel?
No. Though no studies have been done to prove the compatibility or incompatibility of these two approaches together,
there is a concern they would conflict because the FCO/CC approach tends to “normalize” cancer cells, while the Protocel approach tends to try to weaken them until they fall apart. Thus the two may work at cross-purposes.
What can I use for constipation?
Senna products appear to be okay. These can be bought from most health food stores if your bowels are not moving
regularly enough. Also, drinking plenty of water and ingesting good fiber from natural whole foods every day may help.
Can I drink Kangan water while taking Protocel?
This is an unknown. One expert thinks that people should probably not use it at a machine setting above 7, because as
the ORB value increases, it increases the likelihood of stimulating ATP energy in cells. Remember, with Protocel, the
less other things you use along with it, the better in many cases. And if you do drink any special waters like Kangan,
take them in-between your Protocel doses, not mixed with the Protocel.
Special high alkaline waters?
These should be avoided when using Protocel.
Can Protocel cause nausea or vomiting?
Yes, but this is very rare in humans. Nausea generally only occurs under certain conditions, such as when cancer in the
stomach is lysing or a person has a highly toxic liver that is having trouble keeping up with the person’s recovery efforts.
Drinking extra water may help, or possibly doing a series of coffee enemas to help clear the liver. As far as vomiting goes,
if a person vomits up egg-white like material or what looks like white foam, this can be a very good sign of heavy lysing
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going on and the body is ridding itself of dead cancer cell debris by vomiting it out. This is especially apparent when
dogs or cats with cancer are given Protocel because vomiting is such a common release mechanism for them. However,
if your vomit is comprised of normal food stuff, then that would NOT be considered a sign of lysing and you would
want to look for other reasons why this may be happening.
Does Protocel get rid of skin tags?
Yes. At least a number of people have reported that it does.
What are some of the saddest things you have noticed in people diagnosed with cancer who
either used Protocel or were considering using Protocel?
Unfortunately, there are many sad things that occur in our current cancer treatment world. One is when I hear from
women who have undergone a mastectomy after being diagnosed with DCIS. DCIS is short for “ductal carcinoma
in situ” and is referred to as breast cancer in conventional medicine because that is how doctors are taught in medical
school to look at it. But more and more open-minded physicians who have studied alternatives and holistic medicine
are in agreement that DCIS is most often a pre-cancerous state. In other words, it is usually a benign condition of abnormal cells scattered here and there throughout the breast ducts, not formed into obvious tumors, and all contained
within the ducts. (That containment is what the “in situ” refers to.) Only a very small percentage of DCIS cases go
on to become malignant and life-threatening. When a condition is not malignant, it is not cancer. Benign tumors or
benign abnormal cells are not cancer. Therefore, this condition should never be called cancer in the first place and a
woman with it is not a cancer patient. Yet, she is often prescribed a mastectomy and may even be put on chemo or a
hormone-blocking drug. All of this is tragic, in my opinion.
Another sad thing I’ve observed is when a person has some awareness of alternative therapies for cancer, but decides
to try conventional medicine first, figuring they will then take Protocel or some other alternative if the conventional
methods don’t work for them. This is a very unfortunate decision for the simple reason that in most cases conventional
medicine is not curative. So, by the time they decide to try an alternative method, the person has already been butchered, poisoned and burned. Alternatives are not “magic” and can’t magically turn an un-whole person into a whole
one. An example of what I am talking about is one woman who decided to try Protocel after she had already exhausted
conventional treatment for her metastasized pancreatic cancer. By the time she started on Protocel, her doctors had
already surgically removed her pancreas, her gallbladder, her spleen, 3/4 of her stomach, and her duodenum. After only
a couple weeks on Protocel, she was feeling so nauseous and weak, she had to be admitted to the emergency room. This
woman was so butchered, her body was unable to process out the lysed cancer that Protocel was causing and that is
my guess as to why she went into an even more critical state after only two weeks on Protocel. The bottom line is that
if you get to the point where your body is too damaged to process out the lysed cancer, then Protocel may not be an
option anymore. Don’t go through all the toxic or mutilating conventional treatment your oncologist can throw at you
first, and then expect an alternative treatment to somehow magically save you after that. It has happened in some cases
that people do still recover, but in many cases it won’t happen because, even though the alternative treatment may still
be capable of killing your cancer, your body may no longer be capable of recovering.
Another sad situation I hate to see is when a person uses Protocel and experiences some very positive results, but their
oncologist convinces them that their alternative approach is not working. This happened in one case I followed of a
man with malignant melanoma that had metastases with numerous different tumors in his abdomen. After only a few
months on Protocel, some tumors were gone or disappearing, but others had not changed and a few had expanded
in size slightly. This man was convinced by his doctor that the Protocel was not working and to go back onto chemo
(which has no known history of curing metastasized melanoma.) I believe that in this case, the Protocel was indeed
working on the man’s cancer because some of his tumors were regressing, but that he just needed to give it more time
to see more results. It’s important to understand that in the early months of using Protocel, different tumors may go
away at different rates, depending on their size and density. Some of the smaller or less dense tumors may disappear
quickly, while others that are bigger and denser may actually expand a little before they disappear. In the cases of those
that expand a little, they are probably becoming less dense as they are expanding. The important thing to understand
is that malignant tumors rarely disappear on their own spontaneously. So, if you see any of your masses getting smaller,
that is a sign that the Protocel is working and you may just need more time to see the other masses get smaller as well.
If things take too long and you can handle more lysing symptoms, then you can also consider increasing your dose at
some point and/or adding Paw Paw.
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I’ve heard of this type of confusion in other cases as well, where for instance someone gets a bone scan that shows their
cancerous lesions have disappeared in some areas, but not others. This is not the time to say the Protocel is not working, but simply the time to either be patient a while longer, or up your Protocel dose if you can handle more lysing.
Along similar lines, it has been sad to observe some people convinced that they need to add some conventional treatment to ensure their recovery. I’ve seen this in particular with brain cancer cases. When a person has brain cancer and
they are doing well on Protocel for a period of time, seeing their cancer get smaller, but then they hit a plateau or see
some small new growth, they are in a vulnerable position and can easily be scared into adding some toxic drug such as
one of the chemo drugs, or Avastin which is an anti-angiogenic drug. None of these toxic drugs has any curative track
record for brain cancer, but an oncologist may tout it as the patient’s best hope. For example, Avastin has been officially
approved for GBM’s (glioblastoma multiforme brain cancers) after studies claimed positive results. However, those
results were simply about tumor response, not about tumor control or disappearance. (See Chapter 22 of Outsmart
Your Cancer for an in-depth discussion of the difference between tumor response and cure.) I always urge every cancer
patient to search the Internet for descriptions of side effects on any conventional drug prescribed to them by their doctor, and am continually amazed at how many people just take whatever drug they are given with the assumption it is
safe and effective. In the case of Avastin, no significant effectiveness against brain cancer has ever been proven. In fact,
official websites about Avastin report that only a small number of GBM tumors reduced in size and that this affect
lasted only about 4 months. However, on those same websites, numerous negative side effects of the Avastin drug are
reported, including life-threatening side effects such as holes in the intestinal tract and stomach that won’t heal, serious
infection, stroke, and even swelling of the brain. I hate to see a person using Protocel who is seeing positive results while
they are still on the basic dose of 1/4 teaspoonful, but then quickly add a toxic drug if they observe any setback or small
amount of cancer growth. I would rather see them increase their dose size or frequency of the Protocel and/or add Paw
Paw to see if that will bring their recovery back on course rather than add a toxic drug that could damage them and
may in fact interfere with their recovery or cause their death.
It is the basic misconception of black and white thinkers to believe that Protocel either works or it doesn’t and that the
1/4 teaspoonful dose size is the magic amount for everyone. It is true that toxic treatments such as short term radiation
or short term chemotherapy may be needed in some cases at first to give them time for their alternative approach to
work. But in many cases, for those people who are not in such a critical state, simply becoming more aggressive with
their alternative approach could be all they need to do.
Does Protocel get rid of fibroids?
This is somewhat unclear. A number of women have wondered if Protocel can get rid of their breast or uterine fibroid
cysts, but anecdotal reports reflect mixed results. I have only come across one woman who felt that Protocel got her
breast fibroid to go away. But others who have tried it have not had the same success. In general, I believe that fibroid
cysts are not going to respond well to Protocel because there is no strong indication that they are made up of cells that
primarily use anaerobic functioning. (Which is what Protocel targets.) However, sometimes fibroid cysts pop up very
quickly with rapid growth in the beginning. It is only during these times of rapid growth that a thermogram will highlight a fibroid as “hot.” Once a fibroid has settled in and stopped growing quickly, then it does not highlight on thermograms as hot. Thus, it could be that Protocel might work on fibroids during that initial period of fast growth, but not
on fibroids after they have settled in. This is just a hypothesis, though, because very little is known for sure in this area.
What other health conditions does Protocel work for besides cancer?
Protocel will help any condition that involves anaerobic cells of the body. It was originally created by Jim Sheridan
as a cancer treatment and has been used primarily for cancer. But, over the years, it has also been observed to be very
helpful against some other conditions as well. The top on this list after cancer would be any viral condition. Protocel
has brought about some remarkable recoveries from hepatitis, mononucleosis, Epstein-bar, herpes, FIV in cats, viral
papillomas, and even HIV/AIDS. (See the next FAQ for how Protocel works on viral conditions.) Other conditions
that have been helped to various degrees are Multiple Sclerosis, Crohn’s, IBS, and ulcerative colitis, but there is not a
lot of data on these or other auto-immune disorders to say whether or not Protocel can be a true cure for these conditions or simply help. Parkinson’s is listed in my book as something Protocel might help, but this is also based on very
little data. For cancers and viral conditions, however, Protocel can be a true long-term cure when the Protocel is used
correctly and for long enough.
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How does Protocel work against viruses?
Many people have had great success using Protocel for various viral conditions, even though the formula was not
designed for this use. Testimonies have come in from those using it for all types of Hepatitis, Epstein-Barr, Mononucleosis, Herpes and even HIV/AIDS. Either the Protocel Formula 23 or the Formula 50 will work against viruses, but
the Formula 23 is usually recommended for most viral conditions, with HIV/AIDS being the exception where people
most usually use the Formula 50 for that.
Protocel does not directly kill viruses, but it helps the body overcome viral infections in the following way. Whenever a
person is infected with a virus, the virus must invade a normal healthy cell of the body in order to replicate itself. This
normal healthy cell is referred to as the “host” cell for the virus’s reproduction process. When viruses are circulating
throughout our bloodstream, before or after invading a host cell, they have a protective protein coating surrounding
them that provides a defense from attack by the body’s immune system. But when they invade a host cell to replicate
themselves, they also have to shed their protein coating. These viral-infected host cells then become damaged cells
and turn anaerobic to survive. If a person is taking Protocel, the Protocel causes these host cells to lyse and fall apart,
interrupting the virus’s replication process and also releasing any full-grown viruses back into the bloodstream before
they have had a chance to develop a new protective protein-coating. This means that the body’s immune system can
now successfully attack and do away with those viruses or virus parts so they can no longer harm the person. Thus, it is
actually the person’s immune-system that kills or does away with the virus in the end, but it is the Protocel that interrupts the virus’s replication process and causes viruses to be released back into the bloodstream without their protective
coating by causing the host cells to lyse.
One thing to understand is that viruses are different from cancer cells in that viruses can sometimes go “dormant” and
hide in a person’s tissues at times, only to become active again during periods of stress. (This is especially the case with
viral conditions that display cyclical outbreaks, such as Herpes or Shingles.) So, even after a person’s viral symptoms go
away, that person may, at least in some cases, experience a return of their viral symptoms some time after stopping the
Protocel. If this happens, simply start back on the Protocel for a second time.
Don’t hesitate to use Protocel on pets for viral conditions, too. One cat with FIV (Feline Immunodeficiency Virus) was
expected to live only one more day because it was so sick. This cat was given Protocel Formula 23 and within just a few
days, the cat was eating, walking, and functioning normally again. It had a full recovery. I also used Protocel successfully
to make an annoying viral papilloma fall off my own dog after about two months of giving the dog Protocel. Previous
to that, the dog had to undergo surgery two different times to remove it because it kept growing back. After it fell off
through the use of Protocel, the viral papillomas never grew back again.
Can Protocel be used to treat HIV/AIDS?
Yes. Though Protocel has never been advertized as a treatment for HIV/AIDS, and no claims have been made by the
owners or distributors of Protocel that it can be used for that condition, quite a few people have used it successfully for
this purpose. In fact, it is one of the more successful “unknown” uses of Protocel. Anecdotal reports indicate that people
using the Formula 50 at 1/4 to 1/3 teaspoonful every 6 hours (spaced out evenly around the clock with one of the doses
in the middle of the night), have been able to get their viral count to go down to an undetectable level within about 6
months of continual use. (It is very important to not miss any doses, just as with cancer.) For most cases, all negative
symptoms of HIV/AIDS disappear during this time. The same instructions as to what supplements or other treatments
to avoid for people using Protocel for cancer should also be followed when people use Protocel for any viral condition.
Success may vary to some extent based on how sick a person is when they start Protocel, but in general, HIV/AIDS
responds very quickly to this approach and people often feel much better within just a few weeks. One man I spoke
with had an incredible recovery from HIV/AIDS by just taking Protocel along with one immune-boosting supplement
called “Moducare.” Continuing the use of Protocel longer than 6 months, past the undectectable virus point, is recommended. Staying on Protocel for more than a year is always an option for those wishing to error on the safe side, but
probably not necessary.

This article is copyrighted by Tanya Harter Pierce, and anyone wishing to post it on their website is welcome to as long
as they reference the author and the author’s website: www.OutsmartYourCancer.com
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Anaerobic Cells and Protocel®
Tanya Harter Pierce, M.A. MFCC
Author of: OUTSMART YOUR CANCER:
Alternative Non-Toxic Treatments That Work
Conventional medicine claims that chemotherapy, radiation, surgery, and hormone-blocking drugs are the only effective ways to treat cancer. These approaches are considered by many to be scientific while alternative methods are often
thought to be unscientific. But there are a number of alternative non-toxic cancer treatments showing great success that
are based on well-established scientific principles.
One of these principles is the anaerobic cell principle, which was first put forth by Dr. Otto Warburg in the 1930’s
and 40’s. Dr. Warburg was a brilliant German scientist who received a Nobel Prize for his work on cell dynamics and
was nominated for a second Nobel Prize, but did not receive it because he was a jewish scientist in Hitler’s Germany.
Warburg’s impeccable research demonstrated that the prime difference between cancer cells and normal healthy cells is
that healthy cells are “aerobic” and cancer cells are primarily “anaerobic” in the way they function to produce energy for
themselves. Warburg showed that all of the normal healthy cells in our bodies use oxygen to produce energy, whereas
all cancer cells rely on glucose (through the process of glycolysis) to produce energy for themselves. One alternative
approach being used today by hundreds of cancer patients who are choosing to decline toxic treatments such as chemotherapy and radiation is based on this well-established scientific principle. This approach involves the use of a unique
liquid formula called Protocel.
Protocel- and the Anaerobic Cell
Protocel is a non-herbal, non-toxic formula that is currently being sold as a dietary supplement. No claims are made as
to its use for cancer or any other disease, but many people are choosing to use it as an alternative approach for regaining
their health because Protocel rids the body of anaerobic cells. It does this by interfering with their energy conversion
process. Since anaerobic cells are less efficient in their production of ATP (adenosine triphosphate), which is a key
compound in the transport of energy within each cell), a slight interference in this process depletes cancer cells of the
energy they need to survive. On a biochemistry level, the details are complicated. But, in a nutshell, the daily use of
Protocel depletes cancer cells much the same way that leaving your car lights on with the engine off will deplete the
energy in your car battery. After a while, the battery goes dead because more energy is going out than is coming in. All
the healthy cells in a person’s body are left unharmed by Protocel because normal healthy cells are aerobic and utilize a
different, much more efficient process for obtaining energy using oxygen.
Since anaerobic cells play a role in other conditions as well, such as multiple sclerosis, arthritis, Crohn’s, viral conditions and other chronic disorders, Protocel can help people with a variety of health challenges. However, it is not always
completely curative of these other conditions because they may involve other factors as well. The most remarkable
recoveries have been with cancer.
History of Protocel
Protocel was initially developed by the American chemist, Jim Sheridan, who worked on the formula from about 1936
to 1990 and intended it as a cancer treatment. As a teenager, Sheridan had hoped and prayed to be able to help find a
cure for cancer. Then, during his graduate studies at Carnegie Tech, the basic concept of this formula came to him. He
diligently spent the rest of his life perfecting the formula, testing it for decades on laboratory mice with cancer. Later,
he gave the formula away to people with cancer whom the medical establishment had given up on. The human response
was phenomenal and many people with late-stage metastasized cancer were achieving complete recoveries!
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Jim Sheridan wanted the price of his formula to always remain affordable for the average person, so he did not sell out
to pharmaceutical companies that would have charged exhorbitant prices for it. In 1990, the National Cancer Institute
finally agreed to test Sheridan’s formula with its stringent laboratory procedures, using a variety of cancer cell lines in
vitro. The results were fantastic and showed that the formula worked better than chemotherapy on all cancer cell lines
tested. The types of cancer cell lines tested included leukemia, non-small cell lung cancer, small cell lung cancer, colon
cancer, central nervous system cancer, melanoma, ovarian cancer, and kidney cancer. However, neither the NCI, the
FDA or the American Cancer Industry wished to pursue this remarkable treatment.
(Please see Chapters 9 and 11 of OUTSMART YOUR CANCER for all the details on how Protocel works and how it
was suppressed by the Cancer Industry.)
Protocel and Cancer Patients
Examples of people who have used Protocel for their cancer are impressive. For instance, a 3½-year-old girl had most
of her malignant, life-threatening brain tumor surgically removed when she was about two. Her surgeon, however, was
not able to remove some parts of the tumor that had infiltrated into inoperable areas. The girl’s parents refused the risky
conventional follow-up treatments of radiation and chemotherapy and chose to give her Protocel instead. This little girl
had a complete recovery and, years later, is still considered completely cancer-free.
Another small child with leukemia had not responded to the chemotherapy given her and doctors were recommending
a bone marrow transplant. Instead, her mom gave her Protocel alone and soon her tests were showing her completely
clear of cancer. An older woman in her 80’s took Protocel for her aggressive, malignant bowel tumor that could not be
completely removed surgically. She felt she was too old to undergo chemotherapy, so she went on Protocel to get rid
of the rest of her cancer. Within about a year, all her tests pronounced her cancer-free. A young man had melanoma
surgically removed from his back, but his doctors told him the cancer had metastasized to his lymph system. He used
Protocel to get rid of the melanoma in his lymph glands rather than subjecting his body to conventional toxic drugs
that could not give him a good prognosis anyway.
Although not everyone using Protocel achieves a full recovery, many do. There have been countless remarkable successes
that have been reported from people who have used this formula and completely recovered from their breast, prostate,
lung, kidney, bladder, brain, and other types of cancer! (Read Chapter 10 of OUTSMART YOUR CANCER and listen
to the Audio CD in the book for the details of many real-life cases!)
But the NCI and FDA chose not to pursue this potent cancer formula, even though official tests proved it worked.
So it is now being sold by two distributors in the United States, and one in Australia as a general health supplement.
The good news is that it is easy to use and only costs about $75 to $100 dollars per month! (Depending on individual
dosing.) The bad news is that M.D.’s cannot legally prescribe it to people with cancer, so those using Protocel must
do so primarily on their own as a self-administered approach. But, for the most part, using Protocel is extremely easy.
The hardest part is avoiding taking other supplements or treatments that might interfere with it. (See Chapter 12 of
OUTSMART YOUR CANCER for all the details.)
More and more people with cancer are choosing to use this amazing formula to help them get well and each recovery
proves that the formula is based on the sound scientific principle that cancer cells rely primarily on anaerobic cell respiration.
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